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Audit leak inflames Weir
News The Telegraphjournal and The Daily printed in the public media, he is also 

Gleaner both picked up the story. By searching for a reason. “1 can’t see what 
l the end of Wednesday, Lamrock, in a [whoever did this] could hope to gain,” 

somewhat disheartened tone, told The said Mr. Lamrock. “The only thing which 
Brunswickan “this day has been can result from this is even more 
unreal.” He went on to state Tve been resentment towards [the government.]’’ 
in contact with several media outlets, 
and it’s been all over the news."

CASA conference on post- 
secondary education.

-p.3
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Lamrock, who fielded calls all day,Biology Prof wins national 
arard was also receiving a growing amount 

The Telegraph article focused on an of support, though not from the 
analysis of the information they had Ministry. “1 was in contact with the
obtained, and used it to question Director of Student Aid and the
Lamrock’s credibility as an opponent of Assistant Deputy Minister of Advanced 
the audit procedure. As stated in The Education and Labour. They told me 
Telegraph, “what the law student didn’t they were ‘investigating it’ and that 
disclose when he began his campaign “it was important to them.’ My 
is that he, too, is under the scrutiny of response was that if it was so 
student loan auditors.”

-p.3

SU "responsible" tuition 
policy

-P-5

Ed/Spect ... ^

important, why hasn’t the ministry 
Umrock brushed off the comment, issued a statement?”

“I’m a full-time undergraduate student,
Editorial: Confidentiality 
breach “1 have been in contact with several 

does that mean I can’t campaign against student leaders from across the 
tuition increases?”

-p.6
province. They have expressed 

In the same article, the Telegraph willingness to voice their support in 
seems to contradict the premise of the writing.” Lamrock also said “the NDP 
above statement. “At the outset of the and the Conservatives have both

I

Entertainment
Bands actually talk to The 
Brunswickan

one-hour meeting, he [Lamrock] told expressed interest in joining in.” 
them he was representing the students 
and didn't want to talk about his case.” (NBSA) has also issued a statement 

“1 can’t understand how they can which calls for an explanation for the
attack my credibility because I'm being leak. Linda Gionet, chair of the NBSA,
audited, and then criticize me for not recently launched a province-wide 
using my position as a student leader effort to oppose the student aid policies 
to deal with my own audit.”

K

The New Brunswick Student Alliance
'-p.8

Onstage presents Ballet 
Jorgen

-p.10
which have forced several students outSports by Joe FitzRatrick 

Co-News Editor
In a letter to the Minister, Roly

MacIntyre, Weir states “this is a clear told The Telegraph, “would be [to] go the department” of using “goon tactics
case of harassment directed against a find a student union president who to shut students up.”

Elizabeth Weir, leader of the New job he was elected to do by the doesn’t pay tuition or get students loans
Democratic Party, has launched a student body of the University of New or have to pay rent.”
scathing attack on the Minister of Brunswick.” She accuses “a member

“The alternative, I guess” Lamrock of school. Gionet accused “someone in

Men's soccer comes close 
- p. 17 Weir has called for a “public report 

to be released on this entire matter and
Lamrock was taken completely by that who ever is responsible for this to 

Advanced Education and Labour over of [the department of Advanced surprise by the revelation that his loan be fired.”
the leak of the confidential loan audit Education and Labour]’’ of audit had been released to the media. In characterizing the impact of the 
information of UNB SU President Kelly “provid[ingj” this information to “In all my eight years of student politics incident, she said, “This represents a
Lamrock. “discredit Mr. Lamrock and his efforts I’ve never seen something like this most serious breach of confidentiality...

Lamrock has been an outspoken to do his job.” Weir characterized the happen.” said Lamrock. that should shake the confidence of
critic of the government policy which, incident as “an unconscionable, As he struggles with the personal every New Brunswicker who is required 
to his knowledge, has forced 15 UNB underhanded dirty trick which embarrassment of having his to provide confidential information to
students to withdraw for lack of funds, demands immediate action.”

Field Hockey at the 
nationals, fourth

- p. 17

Classifieds
y - p. 22

confidential financial information the government.”

Distractions Three sexual assault charges laidThe Present, LFK. Bridge
-p.1d.15

by Joe FitzRatrick 

Co-News Editor
that advocates personal safety and “There is no cost to those availing Walk services,” he continued, “and we 
operates a program such as Safe Walk,” themselves of these very valuable Safe- encourage their use.” 
said Chantale Walker,VP University

Bun» Bit»
Mackenzie House Leaf RakeJacob K. Smith, 19, of Neill House, was Affairs, who manages the SU Campus 

charged with three counts of sexual Safety Fund. “It’s frustrating that after 
assault on Wednesday, November 8. all the recent efforts, this continues to 
Smith did not enter a plea at his court happen," she stated. “At least there were 
appearance on Tuesday. He will appear no reports of incidents during Frosh 
before Justice James D. Harper on week, maybe that shows improvement.” 
November 20 for election and plea.

The Brunswickan 
takes this time to honour the 
memories of our veterans 
everywhere. May their 
sacrifices never be in vain.

w

e

On November 7, Peacock issued a 
Three individuals claim to have been press release about an incident which 

assaulted in three separate incidents on occurred on the evening of November 
campus. The incidents allegedly occurred 1, 1995. “A female was pushed to the
on Sunday, September 22, Friday, ground by a lone male as she left the
November 3 and Saturday, November 4. campus near the intersection of 

Rick Peacock, Director of Security at Windsor and Kings College.”
UNB, confirmed that there had been “a

'

0
a*.

In the memo, entitled “a safety/ 
complaint” over the November 4th security alert" Peacock states, “This 
weekend of an alleged sexual assault at female was walking alone and from a 
Neill House. He stated that the Fredericton safety perspective we want to encourage 
Police had investigated the complaint, and all to take the necessary precautionary 
a resident of Neill house had been charged measures to reduce the risk of possibly 
on Hiesday. The alleged victim in this case being victimized in a similar situation.” 
was "not a UNB student.”

pi*.o%
u1

I Mackenzie House raised $768 for the Fredericton Boys and Girls 
Club through its annual leaf rake. Back: (from left) co-chairs 
Marc Breau and Jamie Baker. Front: top money raisers Andrea 
Jenks, Valerie Gosse, Nancy Brady, and Raquel Rumor. 
_________________________________________photo by Mike Dean

He went on to state that “utilizing the 
Jeff Wedge, Don of Neill House, could services of the Safe-Walk Programs that are

provided at UNB and STU is a positive step 
“It’s shocking that it’s the [residence] in reducing the risk to one’s safety.”

Remembrance Day Nov. 77

not be reached for comment
Lest We Forget
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(M Best Price For Performance/Quality The Best That Money Can Buy

Intel Pentium 100Mhz Processor 
256KB Pipelined Burst Cache 
16MB EDO RAM, 635MB hard drive

Intel Pentium 75Mhz processor
8MB RAM, 540MB EIDE hard drive ,-----
ATI 1MB Mach32 PCI video card |]
14" MAG.28 high resolution monitor | ■ |
14 4KBaud Voice/Fax/Modem HardwereEBBSi
4X CD ROM drive, 1 44MB floppy drive

"The Matrox MGA Millennium is a 
blisteringly fast, five-star Windows 

accelerator The Millennium graphics 
card speeds up windows display, 3D Matrox Millennium 2MB WRAM video 

animations, video playback, and 
makes CAD applications fun again "

RYTF Aug AS

17" NANAO FlexScan T2-17TS 25 high 
resolution monitor( 1280x1024 @ 80Hz) 

4X CD ROM drive. 1 44MB floppy drive 
Sound Blaster 16 sound card 
Altec ACS-5 amplified speakers 
Tower Case, 10 drive bays 
NEW Microsoft Windows 95 
Microsoft Natural Keyboard, MS Mouse 
Three Year Parts/Labor Warranty
$4995 Lease $157/mo§ à

Sound Blaster 16 sound card, speakers 
Microsoft Home CD Pak - Encarta, 
Works. Money, and more 

Tower Case, 10 Drive Bays 
NEW Microsoft Windows 95 
Microsoft Mouse, 101 key keyboard
Three Year Parts/Labor Warranty

$2695 Lease $85/mo

!

<LOCATED IN THE BASEMENT OF THE SUB
C

Wednesday Nov. 15th a
Wmhffn!uW%KKW2ElMUMumSl

Intel Pentium 100M
I'M hhz processor

8MB RAM, 850MB EIDE hard drive 
ATI 2MB Mach64 PCI video card 
15" MAG 28 high resolution monitor 
14 4KBaud Voice/Fax/Modem 
4X CD ROM drive, 1 44MB floppy drive 
Sound Blaster 16 sound card, speakers 
Microsoft Home CD Pak - Encarta 
Works, Money, and more 

Tower Case. 10 Drive Bays 
NEW Microsoft Windows 95 
Microsoft Mouse. 101 key keyboar d 
Three Year Parts/Labor Warranty
$3295 Lease $103/mo

Intel Pentium 133Mhz Processor 
256KB Pipelined Burst Cache 
16MB EDO RAM, 1.6GB hard drive 
Matrox Millennium 2MB WRAM video 
17" NANAO FlexScan T2-17TS 25 high 
resolution monitor( 1280x1024 @ 80Hz) 

4X CD ROM drive, 1 44MB floppy drive 
Sound Blaster 16 sound card 
Altec ACS-5 amplified speakers 
Tower Case, 10 drive bays 
NEW Microsoft Windows 95

v

Modabo a

a

tl

Saturday Nov. 17th
Jazzberry Ram

"for high-end graphics users that 
demand the best possible image 

quality, the Nanao FlexScan T2-17TS Microsoft Natural Keyboard, MS Mouse 
aperature-grill monitors are 

unbeatable "

» i «—ig n
Three Year Parts/Labor Warranty
$5995 Lease $ 188/mo
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AVisit Our Showroom at 285 Restigouche Rd, Oromocto 

or Our Display at the Fredericton Mall
ai
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feTonight

lam Session
A:

m

^âO 506446-3335 at
:

Pentium
th

Where your Student Card is /our Membership
For Members And Guests Only

m

TlIMAGINE Phone S06 446 3335 Fax 506 446 6981 
Mon-Fri 9:00 AM-6.00 PM Li

A Computer Voyage Beyond
w

a Division of TFE Industries Inc., Est. 1983 The Intel inside Logo and Pentium ate tiademarks of Intel Cotpoiat on
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Wednesday Nov 15, 

Tilley Hall Auditorium 
7 and 9:30pm
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The most skillful use of a monkey in a film since Xing Kong1. 
Except maybe for the 'Planet Of The Apes

Th
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A service of the UNB Student Union
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FitzPatrick out but not down ...Zan Buy

Newsbits CASA to host PSE conferenceM video 
S 25 high 
4 @ 80Hz) 
•ppy drive Brunswickan News “I have an absolutely amazing staff,” students, he replied, “We have to

says FitzPatrick, “Most have only been strike a balance. On the one hand,
Ex-Vice-President External Pat appointed since Monday, and already we're trying to attract government
FitzPatrick is doing just fine. In fact, we've had a staff meetings, and Ministers, University administrators,
he’s doing better. As he stands in the everybody has spent time in the prominent members of Labour and
doorway of a downtown Fredericton office.”
office, he casually smokes a Camel.

IS Mouse Curbside parking curbed
Curbside parking on streets surrounding the university is being banned for 
an hour and a half every morning and afternoon. Fredericton City Council 
has decided to prohibit parking on Beaverbrook Street, Montgomery Street, 
Windsor Street, and Regent Street between the hours of 10 and 11:30 am, 
and 2-3:30 pm, Monday to Friday.

City Councillor Jim Burns, who represents the ward adjacent to UNB 
and STU wants to put a stop to all day parking. Currently, the streets around 
the university are jammed with cars parked bumper to bumper.

Burns has said that in the winter it reduces those streets to one lane, 
creating a safety problem.

the private sector, and other 
"We represent different interests, stakeholders. On the other, we want 

Just then, the phone rings. “Just a different strengths, and we bring students to be able to express 
sec, he says as he moves swiftly to different resources. It will be this themselves. Too many from any one
P*10ne- variety which will make the stakeholder group makes it difficult

“CASA National Conference on PSE, conference a success,” he stated. for anyone to be heard, which will 
bonjour, he says calmly. “Hello “Personally, I've been very busy,” slow down progress and cause 
David! How are you?" He cups the said FitzPatrick. “But I find that I’m frustration. We’d like all delegates to
receiver and says, “It s David Borins, getting a lot more done. The new come away with a firm idea of the
he helped out with British Columbia’s office is much more conducive to issues facing stakeholders in PSE. 
Forum on Higher Education. I’m work.”

ior

M video 
5 25 high 
4 @ 80Hz) 
ppy drive

IS Mouse

Further to this, it is our hope that we 
FitzPatrick’s new-found “liberty” can identify areas of consensus on 

For the next fifteen minutes, has certainly affected his productivity which to base further talks between
FitzPatrick runs down the recent and efficiency. “Not only can I work stakeholders.”
happenings of CASA and the longer, I can work better because the

trying to get ideas from him."Wellness Festival held
A “Wellness Festival,” a project designed to increase awareness of the wide 
array of services available in the community, was held last Friday in Marshall 
d’Avray Hall. Several community organizations were represented at the 
festival, including the Red Cross Society, the United Way, the N.B. Lung 
Association and A.I.D.S. New Brunswick.

The festival was organized by a group of education students 
mandatory project for a class titled “Nutrition and Physical Well-Being,” 
and was particularly aimed at future teachers.

"There may be a situation someday for one of our future teachers where 
they may want to have a representative from one of these groups come and 
make a presentation to a class to deal with some issues relevant to students. 
This festival helps give future teachers some idea of what’s out there,” said 
Lisa Lane, an organizer of the event. Lane also said attendance at the festival 
was very encouraging.

Mary Breau, the course instructor, credits student John Tingley with the 
idea. “He organized a similar project in Saint John, and the response from 

community organisations to this festival has been excellent."
Projects by other groups in the class are also in the works. Among these 

health fair to be held in Harvey and a cafeteria survey on eating 
disorders to be held later in the year.

The agenda for the conference will 
developments on the CASA National traffic is virtually nil ’ In comparison be decided on by a steering
Conference. to the Student Union Main Office in committee

The stark office won’t be for long, the SUB which has been called "Grand “representatives of the major
contends FitzPatrick.

;to
composed of

“We’re Central Station," the CASA office is a stakeholder groups” and one CASA 
expecting more furniture to come virtual dead-zone. “Except the phone representative. FitzPatrick has 
within the week. The phones have has been ringing off the hook.”
already been hooked up, and the fax FitzPatrick is serving as CASA Federation of Labour, the Association 
will be here by next week." The 1200 Regional Director (Atlantic), filling in of University Campuses in Canada, 
square foot area of downtown office for Alex Usher, who is out on sick the Association of College Campuses 
serves as the headquarters for the leave, and Conference Director. He in Canada, the Canadian Association 
Canadian Alliance of Student finds he's spending a lot of time in of University Teachers, the Council of 
Associations’ National Conference on the office. On Tuesday, he stated “I’ve Ministers of Education (Canada), the 
Post-Secondary Education, scheduled spent 50 hours in the office already New Brunswick government, the 
for March 1996. FitzPatrick, as this week. Canadian Chamber of Commerce, the
conference Director, shares the The Conference, which will be the Business Council on National Issues, 
offices with Duncan Fulton (Director first such conference in 8 years, has a and 
of Communications), Jason Teedy budget in the hundreds of thousands. Development (Canada). 
(Administrative Assistant to Fulton), An exact figure won’t be known until 
Dave Gourley (Director of Financial the budget is finalized, and the Communications for the Conference, 
Operations), Michelle Denning sponsorships are ironed out. “I expect reiterated that the conference was not 
(Gourley's assistant, Jeffrey Melanson a relatively firm budget by next week.”
(Director of Logistics and Operations),

as a
extended invitations to the Canadian

itjum

Itel Corporal on

Human Resources and

Duncan Fulton, Director ofare a

Cellar audit sealed a means to push a “CASA agenda.” 
“We’re looking at 500 delegates,” “This conference is designed to have 

and Bryanna White, his assistant. The said FitzPatrick, “we re shooting for the stakeholders sit down and 
Coordinator Volunteers and the 20-35% students.” dialogue about the issues they face in 

Asked why limit the number of post-secondary education."
Shona Bertrand, chair of the Student Union Beverage Services Board of 
Directors, announced to council that the 1994-95 Audit of the Cellar would 
not be made public. She suggested that in the event that Council wished to 
see the audit, the review should be done in closed session. "There are a variety 
of obvious reasons."

Bertrand emphasized that the figures were not in dispute, with $179,000 in 
sales and a net loss of operations of $42,194. "This was not unexpected," said 
Bertand.

In contrast, the Month-End statements, also not disclosed, do indicate a 
increasing potential. "Sales in September were up 300% over last year," said 
Bertrand.

"If not for some unforseen budgetary expenses at the beginning of the fiscal 
year, we would be on target."

The SUBS board has initiated a strategic plan, a marketing plan, and has 
made concrete proposals for allocation of space in the expanded SUB.

"Internally, the financial structure is sound. This year we need to concentrate 
on increasing sales."

Assistant Director have yet to be named.

Biology prof wins national award
by Joe FitzPatrick 

Co-News Editor
technology, engineering, and Biology department since 1974, was 
mathematics among young people.” awarded the Allan P. Stuart Award for 

Mullin, who has been teaching in the Excellence in Teaching in 1993- Mullin
is also active in the efforts of the Stuart 
Group (the winners of the Stuart Award) 
to improve teaching at UNB.

“Bill Mullin has a long and active 
career in promoting science.” said Dr. 
Israel Unger, Dean of Science at UNB, 
who nominated Mullin for the award. 
“He is particularly good at 
demonstrating how science touches 
everyday life in New Brunswick." Dr. 
Unger noted it was a "particular 
achievement ’ for the award to be made 
to a single person, rather than large 
organizations. “It’s more difficult to 

photo by Joy Cummings make an impact as an individual," said

Bill Mullin, UNB professor in Biology, 
was one of nine recipients of the 
Michael Smith Award for Science 
Promotion. The presentation was made 
in Ottawa on Monday, November 6. The 
award, which began in 1993, is funded 
by Industry, Science and Technology 
Canada, and named after Dr. Michael 
Smith, the 1993 winner of the Nobel |

Prize for Chemistry who donated half I 
of his prize to the promotion of science *

The award, made by a committee of 
non-government experts in the 
sciences, Tecognizejs] sustained efforts Mullin, biology 
in inspiring an appreciation of science,

IK-.]
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Upgrade for library services?
City Hall has been asked to donate a half million dollars to UNB's 30 million 
dollar Venture Campaign.

The donation would be allocated to library services, according to UNB 
President Robin Armstrong.

While city council has not yet made a committment, Armstrong said he 
was encouraged by the response following a meeting earlier this week.

The municipality has already donated $300,000 over the last five years to 
help pay for renovations to the Aitken Centre.

Dr. Unger. Of the nine recipients, three 
were individuals, four non-profit 
organizations, and two private

VP External to be appointed
by Joe FitzPatrick 
Co-News Editor

Rodney Chiasson (Student-At-Laige) companies, 
expressed concern that there would be a Dr. Unger commented that Mullin 
repeat of the Activities Director. The has a “unique and effective" method of

In the aftermath of Pat FitzPatrick s Activities Director also had a nomination teaching science,
resignation as Vice-President (External), period, but the person who had applied
Council has decided to appoint a non- before the nominations had opened was refresher courses for New Brunswick
voting acting VP External. Following a the only applicant at the end of the teachers, the development of
short debate at Council, the decision nomination period. Trish Davidson, VP “biotechnology kits" for high schools,
was made to allow a one week period Student Services, reported to Council that and extensive collaboration with the NB
of nominations before the appointment three individuals have expressed interest department of Education developing
is made.

Council time-management He also noted Mullin s work in

onq'. The Student Council, whose meetings usually last an hour and a half, blazed 
through it's entire agenda in a mere 50 minutes on Tuesday. An additional 
45 minutes was spent deciding to give an additional $235 to Amnesty 
International, bringing the total to $400.

The Grants Fund now stands at $7086, 60% of its original amount. in aspects of the position. programs for gifted children
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SIStudents defend freedom of speech tuliswkkon_
by Cynthia Kirkby 
Co-News Editor

Canada's Oldest Official Student 
Publication 

Established 1867
by Joe 

Co-Ne,
ÏÈ

:JH «

Smith v. Canusa. The Appellant, John 

Smyth, a candidate for political office 

in the country of Canusa, made an 
inflammatory speech advocating the 

deportation of the Ergozian minority. 

The day following the broadcast of his 

speech, there were attacks in an 
Ergozian neighbourhood leading to 
several injuries and one death. Smyth 
was later charged and convicted under 
Section 300 of the Canusa Criminal 
Code for having “promoted hatred and 
bigotry towards an identifiable group."

This was the case that students from 
three universities had to appeal in the 

Trilateral Moot Court Competition last 
Friday and Saturday which UNB hosts 

every three years.

Faculty of Law students Renee 

Beaumont, Joseph Black, Ian McLaine 
and Jeanne Pratt took on teams from 
the Dalhousie Law School and the 

University of Maine School of Law. 
Although Dalhousie won overall, UNB 

walked away with best written 

submission.
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Best advocate lam McLaine addresses the court photo by Robert Fernandes

Ian McLaine, who won best advocate, It’s important for UNB to maintain this were proud to host it and very pleased

commented that “It was a great success, contact with Atlantic law schools We with the results."
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is outliFamily violence 
prevention month
by Cynthia Kirkby 
Co-News Editor

HP Opt-Out to be reviewed “In
dealt v 

atlogg 

out an
by Joe FitzPatrick 
Co-News Editor

“Many of the headaches and 
frustration comes from the many 

different ways to opt-out.” Davidson 
Trish Davidson VP (Student told Council. “O'Brien would like for 

Services) announced to Council that the opt-out to be some sort of on-line 
there will be a review of the Health

“Ev<

retreat 
upon 

necess; 
hikes a

i
system.”

"There are still questions about
This Issue Dedicated to:

veterans everywherePlan opt-out procedures. “I've met 
with Barb, and I had a really accessing financial information 

productive meeting with John the system.

O’Brien. This is unusual. I did find

November has been proclaimed Family Violence Prevention Month in 

Fredericton by Mayor Brad Woodside and in New Brunswick by Premier Frank 

McKenna. This proclamation is the initiative of the Muriel McQueen 

Fergusson Foundation, which was established to fund research on family 

violence and to counter ignorance of the problem through the promotion 

and sponsorship of several public education programs.

Throughout the month, various Fredericton display windows will be 

joining the awareness effort by presenting books and visual art with a theme 
of Family Violence Prevention. This violence can take several forms, including 

physical assault, and emotional and sexual abuse.

According to Therese Murray, executive director of the Fergusson 

Foundation, commented: “Family violence doesn’t care where you live, what 

you do for a living, or what language you speak.

A1993 report from Statistics Canada said that half of all Canadian women 
have been the victims of physical or sexual violence at least once, and that 

at least 25% of all women have been amused by their spouses. It also reported 

that children witness violence in 40% of the homes in which violence

over

The Brunswickan, in its 129,h year of 
publication, is Canada's oldest official 
student publication. The Brunswickan 
is generally published every Friday dur
ing the school year by Brunswickan 
Publishing Inc. with a circulation of 
10,000. Membership is open to all Uni
versity of New Brunswick Fredericton 
students, but all members of the uni
versity community are encouraged to 
contribute.

The opinions contained in this news
paper are those of the individual writ
ers, and do not necessarily reflect the 
views of The Brunswickan.

The Brunswickan, while being an 
open forum for the viewpoints and opin
ions of all UNB students, may refuse 
any submission that is judged to be 
racist, sexist, libellous, or containing 
attacks of a strictly personal nature. 
The Brunswickan reserves the right to 
edit for brevity. Letters generally 
shouldn't exceed 300 words in length 
and must contain your signature, stu
dent number and phone number, or it 
will Not be printed

All copy submitted must be double 
spaced, on One side of the page only 
and must be legible. If we can't read it, 
we won't print it. The Brunswickan 
now accepts copy on 3.5 inch disk, 
either Macintosh or MS-Dos format.

Articles printed in The Brunswickan 
may be freely reprinted provided proper 
credit is given.

The Brunswickan est imprimé avec 
flair par Acadie Press a Caraquet. The 
paper is impeccibly delivered by Mark 
Robichaud. He's got a beard that can 
slop a Mac truck.

Subscription rates are $27 per year. 
Second class mail is in effect -#8120

National advertising rates are avail
able from Campus Plus at (416) 362- 
6468.

1
“Basically, the Health Plan could be 

out the Business Office has been a lot simpler.” Davidson reported that 

having nearly as many headaches as there had been 2000 refund checks 

we have.” issued, and 3100 opt outs in total.
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CLEANERS AND LAUNDROMAT 

"The EXTRA Care Cleaners"
Since 1962

Afll Laundromat Featuring:
• Maytag Washers
• 35lb and 50lb Oversize Washers 

(for extra-big loads - SAVE Time » Money)
• Large Size Dryers
• Large Work Tables For Folding & Sorting
• Attendant On Duty
• Reading * Study Area With Color T.V.
• Drop ON Laundry Service
• Professional Dry Cleaning On Site 

(Specializing In Fine Fabrics S, Bridal Wear)
• Ample Parking
• Air Conditioned
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ■9j The Brunswickan 

Student Union Building 
University of New Brunswick 
P.O. Box 4400 
E3B5A3
Phone: (506) 453-498}
Fax: (506) 453-4958
E-Mail: bruns@unb.ca 
WWW Site:
httpVAvww.unb.caAveb/bruns
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Come in and Visit Our Facility Today. 
“You're Assured The Finest"

Also at 191 Main Street (North) 472-6551 
Minutes from UNB & STU 

at Beaverbrook Court

621 King Street
: 11am-lam

Fredericton
: 4pm-Midnight

FREE DELIVERY IN THE KINGDOM
5
3 DunDvnald

: llam-3am
Beaverbrook
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SU sends "responsible" 
tuition policy to BOG

» Ih/fl'|l)v5! 1U >r* ;‘« ’ t-

STU residences looking to change
‘ V j;;.' V:- "'■< ' 1 z ■-* >' ft f ■’ T, .

The paper states that this rule should students withdrawing from residence 
not be in place merely because a mid-semester find a replacement in 
minority of students feel more order to receive full remuneration. 

The Saint Thomas Student Union comfortable with the restrictions. “If the “How is it that the administration

kon_ by Cynthia Kirkby 
Co-News Editor

Student by Joe FitzPatrick 

Co-News Editor
students have succeeded in getting 
government, formally or informally, to 
limit tuition fee hikes.”

released a report titled “Rules We Can minority of students wanted proctors to expects Joe or Jill average resident to
Live With” this week, asking for changes roam the hallways with flashlights and convince someone to take their place
to the policies concerning the listening devices to ensure other in residence?.. .Hey Bill! How would
“outdated, oppressive, and members of the opposite sex were not you like to live in a six by ten foot room 
unreasonable" rules at the university’s in the residence in prohibited hours, it with another guy, stand in line for your
three residences.

The UNB Student Union has released its “Basically,” said Lamrock to Council, 
proposal for a new tuition policy. The “we can either sit down together and
policy is to be submitted to the Board of set a reasonable tuition or we can 
Governors and dealt with during open continue in our separate ways. Students 
session at the December meeting of the will lobby the government to cap tuition 
B0G fees; universities will try to use tuition

SU President Kelly Lamrock and Jeff to make up shortfalls in government 
Clark, Student Senator, sit as the Student grants.” 

representatives on the Board of

i
does not make it a good idea either just food three times a day, and never have

The proposal, accredited to STU VP because a minority of students believe your girlfriend overnight?’ . . . The
Administration Shawn Rouse, maintains it to be so." It labels the rule as a university gives the option of leaving
that, for the amount of money students “misguided attempt at moral guidance residence but does not make it realistic
pay to live in residence, students should by the administration,” and continues which is really no option at all."
have a better standard of service and that “while the regulation might be an
living than they are receiving now. It indication of the Catholic heritage of the administration to “abolish the practice
cites the fact that the majority of university... [religion] is not a basis for of obliging students to find

replacements for themselves in 
The paper’s proposal is that over- residence when leaving,” and to “create

>r

ir 'We're just as happy doing a reachout- 
Govemors. Since their first meeting, the and-touch Camille campaign, during 
two have been fighting for changes to which we logged 3,000 calls to the 
Board Policy. During that first meeting, Minister of Advanced Education and 
both launched a series of initiatives aimed Labour demanding a tuition freeze, but's 
at improving the responsiveness of the it's easier to do it within the university 
University to the Students. One such community than get the government 
initiative was a proposed amendment to involved in that aspect," said Lamrock.

The proposal attempts to forge a 
require the BOG to appoint a student to “cooperation in developing a tuition 
the hiring/review committee of the policy for ourselves by determining levels 
President or Vice-Presidents. It has been we can live with and budget priorities that 
referred to the Nominating Committee.

Another initiative, which is ultimately 
more innovative, is the tuition fee Finance Committee and the BOG to 
proposal.

The Student Union asks the

residence students are in their first or legislation." 
second year of university as proof, 
claiming that “students tolerate night guests must be signed in, and a policy which pro-rates students’
residence life as long as possible before must follow all existing rules residence fees and refunds a
they head for other quarters because concerning guests. This is important for corresponding amount to those
they cannot stand it anymore.”

tor
fee

the BOG .standing policy which would
safety and for consideration reasons. It students leaving residence during the 

Although sarcastic at times - “the asks that parents’ opinions not be academic year.” 
time-honoured residence policy at St. considered in formulating a new policy,

Thomas of ‘You agreed to live by these and that a trial run be held to determine Other requests are that the side doors
rules when you moved into residence the feasibility of the suggestion. 
and we don’t have to change them ’ and
‘Ifyou don’t like it, move. the report Improvements to Holy Cross
provides alternatives to .five issues of Dubbed a “barely habitable... second committee consisting of members of all
contention for residence students. The class residence” that has “sunk to house committees and a representative
“changes we can live with” include disgusting lows of student from the Student Union to consult on
amendments to the rules concerning accommodation," Holy Cross House policy changes before they are enacted.”
the opposite sex, leaving residence, and needs “extensive renovations.” The
adopting new rules.

ir

meet out twin goals of quality and access.” 
Lamrock calls upon the University of Harrington Hall be kept open during 

the hours when visitors are permitted, 
and that the administration “strike a“responsibly figure out how [the decision 

In a document submitted to the to set tuition fee levels] will impact on our 
Student Council, and passed in principle enrollment levels, our mission statement, 
by the Council, the position of the Union and our responsibility to the community.” 
is outlined. Lamrock is quick to point out that “this

“In the past,” said Lamrock, “we have process in no way signifies our acceptance
dealt with the problem [of tuition levels] of the federal education cuts, not the end 
at loggerheads, not by hearing each other of our fight against them." 
out and solving the problem together."

“Every year, the Finance Committee Student Union approach in the last 18 
retreats behind closed doors to decide months to work towards a response from 
upon tuition fee levels that will be the university community that works 
necessary, some years, students fight these together on these issues, not one which 
hikes at the Board level. In recent years, divides us against each other.”

The paper concludes that “if the Dean 
areas needing improvement include of Student Affairs stood in line for 25 
inadequate heating, broken beds and minutes for a mediocre dinner, or had 
furniture, and lack of privacy for shower to walk over garbage on the way to his

ison,
mg,
r,
ndes,
ihaud,
, Gabe 
Avily, 
Gordon 
ullen

Change the Girl/Guy policy
Under the current policy, STU students stalls. As well, “despite repeated room, or had to fumble with keys
are not allowed to have members of the requests from the House Committee outside in sub-zero temperatures
opposite sex in the residence between and the Student Union,” the lighting instead of rushing in a side door, or had
midnight and 10 am on weekdays or from the rest of campus to the residence to walk home scared in almost complete
between 2 am and 10 am on weekends, is inadequate, which “creates a huge darkness back to his residence at night,

safety hazard."

“Yet, it has been a hallmark of the

to:
or couldn't have his wife overnight, he 
would understand that residence

Let Students Leave Residence 
The current policy necessitates that sacrifices for the sake of residence."

students are already making manyYou can take control 
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i Are you:

• caring, conscientious and 
self-motivated?

• interested in a career in 
health care?

Consider chiropractic
• the third largest primary 

contact health care profession 
in Canada

• a natural approach to health 
care

\
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Coping with recurrent symptoms availability of affordable treat- 
such as itching or burning pain, ments, and counselling — can 
tingling, sores, or even localized help you get your life essentially
redness in or near the genital back to normal and potentially
area has never been easy. Add keep outbreaks out of the picture 
to this the emotional impact of for years, 
guilt, resentment depression... To confidentially learn more 
a disruption of daily life. about reducing the severity and

frequency of genital herpes 
outbreaks, and minimizing the 
risk of transmission through 
safe sex guidelines, contact the 
National Herpes Hotline.

:r year. 
#8120 
; avail- 
i) 362-

To find out more 
please contact:

CMCC
The Registrar 
1900 Bayview Ave. The Canadian Memorial
Toronto Ontario 
M4G 3E6

Advances in medical research 
now enable you to do some
thing about genital herpes out
breaks. A greater understanding 
of genital herpes — plus the

Chiropractic College is one of the 
finest chiropractic colleges in the 
world and offers a four-year pro
gramme leading to qualification 
as a Doctor of Chiropractic.

Telephone
1 800 463-2923
FaxCALL 1-800-HSV-FACS

 ̂ 1-800-478-3 2 27 (416) 482-9745

And consult your physician Deadline for applications is December 31, 1995
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BY MACK 
MODGAN csHc^g’Q3TS-f

!IWVB Student Union President 
Kelly Lamrock finds out his 
"real" name thanks to the 
astute reporting in the 
Telegraph Journal.

Trusting the Government is like trusting a bucket with a hole. All the water's 
out before you get to drink.

You may or may not be aware of the efforts made by our Student Union 
president, Kelly Lamrock, regarding the New Brunswick governments 
policies on the auditing of student loan applications. Of late, Mr. Lamrock has, 
through his noble intentions, garnered the attention of the NB media.

It seems that an attempt has been launched to counter Mr. Lamrock's assaults 
on the NB government in hopes that it would either discredit, disuade or 
discomfort Mr. Lamrock. The Telegraph Journal has obtained a copy of a memo 
to Advanced Education and Labour (AE&L) from Lamrock’s confidential student 
loan audit. Using this information, The TelegraphJournal has openly challenged 
Mr. Lamrock’s credibility.

When you fill out an application for a student loan, there is a fiduciary trust 
formed between you, Advanced Education and Labour and the financial 
institution of your choice. This trust implies a confidentility of the highest 
level which must be respected by all parties involved. It is clear, that in Mr. 
Lamrock's case, the NB government has egregiously damaged that trust.

Whether someone in the government leaked the documents to the media 
maliciously or by error, it was still up to AE&L to protect Mr. Lamrock’s 
confidentiality. Invertiably, it is the Minister of Advanced Education and Labour, 
Roly MacIntyre, who is responsible for this expatiate of injustice towards Mr. 
Lamrock and I believe an apology is in order. Mr. MacIntyre has not even been 
Advance Education and Labour minister for a month and already he has been 
handed a pot of scalding water without the pot. The strength of the his ability 
to be Minister will be determined by the moral fortitude with which MacIntyre 
deals with this flagrant breech of trust.

The memo in the possesion of the media is proported to show discpepencies 
on Mr. Lamrock’s 1994 tax returns and his loan application. If that 
actually contains Mr. Lamrock’s tax information, then it is a violation of the 
Canadian tax code. As a UNB Law Student, I am confident Mr. Lamrock knows 
his legal position. Should Lamrock seek damages, as a student who needs a 
student loan, 1 doubt he can afford to retain legal counsel whereas the NB 
Government is undoubtedly not so restricted.

If the government cannot keep its affairs or employees in order, then 
something has to be done. An investigation by an independent inquiry must 
be undertaken to sort out this grave wrong done to student Kelly Lamrock. 
The results of this must be published.

Aside from the wranglings over the propriety of Mr. Lamrock’s audit, there 
is a simple moral question that has to be asked. Has the government outstepped 
the realm of confidentality?, You bet. Should they be punished? Most certainly.
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in hope to gain the knowledge required Committee). This committee suggested 
for a ‘better life’. These are the same prior to the first general meeting, that 
generations who asked only in return the graduating class raise money to
that we try our best(Do those words build a wrought iron archway over one
sound familiar?). Many of these people of the University’s entrances. This is a 
sacrificed continually their entire lives, practical project. It is a fact that UNB is 
often foregoing opportunities due to one of, if not, the oldest university in 
their selflessness. this country. This is something that

This brings me to my proposal for everyone should know, however, very 
this year’s grad project: I propose that few people do. 
instead of turning our money back into

anti
majFrank thanks 

the ranks
OUI
env

memo wet
whiDear Editor,
fror
sectI write to express my heartfelt 

appreciation to the 2000-plus New 
Brunswickers who made their way to 
Place du Canada in Montreal on 
October 27 to express their love for 
their country. Thanks must also go out 
to the businesses, big and small, who 
donated everything from buses to 
broken hockey sticks (flagpoles!) to this 
massive mobilization.

I am convinced that this 
manifestation of patriotism and 
affection for our neighbours was the 
turning point in a tight campaign for 
the hearts and minds of Quebecers. To 
the thousands who participated, and 
the thousands of others whose thoughts 
and prayers were with us, I say “merci” 
for performing a valuable service to our 
province and our nation.

enc
There are many important issues on 

the University as it has always been done campus including building pride among
in the past, turn it outward to the students, faculty and staff, 
community. Such as: the graduates Our university was established in 
forgoing the price of a case of beer and 1785, and very few people are aware of 
one hour of their time to purchasing this fact.
perhaps: blankets, clothing, or even a This year’s class project is indeed a 
Tbrkey and hand delivering those things practical one and we encourage UNB 
to the doorsteps of the people who can students to support it 
really use them. This is what I intend 
to do with my money. As I am certain I Daina Debly 
will be able to sleep a lot more soundly Jeff Clark 
this Christmas with knowing of a family Stacey Coffey
who I helped to become a little more Tareq Islam 
comfortable this Holiday, as opposed to 
taking solace in the fact that an iron gate 
stands on its own, for all to see just how 
vain this generation has become.

I encourage any support for this 
alternative, or any voice at all on any 
other alternatives to this years grad class 
project.
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“It’s not very big is it?" she said.Y

beeio
“Well, you’re looking from a distance" I replied. theu

“No. I think I’ve seen enough to say for certain. It’s not big. Small might Sincerely,
Frank McKenna 
Premier of New Brunswick

peoh
chiliE be more accurate.” Dear EditorL and“You really think so?" 

v “Sure, and funny looking too. Is it supposed to have all those knobbly 

bits on it?"

“It’s always been that way." 

i “I don’t think so, all the water that its been in contact with must have 
s done some erosion."

“Where I’m from, we call that washing."

“Whatever."

“So what happened to the ’ It’s what it does that counts’ argument?” 
o “That’s still valid - it’s just not doing anything that really counts at the 

u moment.”

i
and1 usually do not take exception with 

your paper oryour editorials until I read 
The Brunswickan last week.

I have been attending UNB in the 
Science program and I have seen the 

Grad Class wrought paper at a consistently good level until 

fironpd’) with nrirlfa the format of this year’s Distractions.
K J IUU You say that “Distractions has now

™,orrrTn,-------------------------------------------------------
and h associate vigilantes for their Dear Editor students." Well, I am a student and it

° l8 a does not reflect my interests or trends,
project. I salute you for taking a stand Every year since 1990, the graduating I find it to be convoluted and text heavy, 
against what might be the down nght class has voted on a class project. The All I see is a Letter from Korea, Who is 
dumbest project ever undertaken by a project’s mandate has always been to this guy and why does anyone care? If I 

^ „C u n, , ®*ve something to the University for want to read somebody’s mail, I would
gnid’ Which the Administration had not read my roommates'. At least they are 

he faa hat in the history of my degree, allotted funds. Past projects have built interesting, but maybe not fit for print, 
have always seen money turned into gates at one of the University’s The book rev.ewsare too “artsy" The

Univer^re ‘/h T1™ TC CamC t0 enlrances’stairs ascending the hill next whole section is too “artsy."
University,1 have dumped continuous to the Harriet Irving Library, bought Distractions used to be distracting and

1 b°“°mleSS P,*i b00ks for ‘he library, funded a entertaining, now it is a chore to read.
^olatship, installed better lighting on Why not include something in

, Z k ^ h gh h day campus- and automatic doors at one Distractions about science or a review 
and age it has become a necessity, entrance on the SUB. 0f science oriented material
“Unirersire" S u^dm 'the TaT* ÎT" the graduating class After all there is Science at UNB too.
University was used in the same will give something back to the I think your naoer would benefit bv

ented University Following tradit»on, this having a science column or section in
a". , ! y d fffe t f T6"6 year S proiect was voted in at the first The Brunswickan but most of all, I
«asted generations of hard workers, general meeting held on Oct. 1st. It is believe the students of UNB would 
roldiers, and just p ain survivors; also unfortunate that every potential grad benefit too. Science interests everyone

tteTs et c°U Yes'folks often ^ the meeting- because il is a discovery of the world
"2"’, Yf ’ R° 1 °ften however, the turn-out was very much around us. Besides with a science 
entertain the fact 1 could repay those comparable to those of past years. Of section the naoer is less exclusionary
generations for their gift, what I call the one hundred potential grads and well rounded the way The

ms Freed°m has present, almost ninety students voted Brunswickan should be. 
enabled a select few of us, the very for the project suggestion submitted by 
fortunate ones, to go onto university, SPARC (Student Pride Alumni Relations

Sincerest Holiday Wishes, 
Michael J. Drost 
R5BD@unb.ca

proj
Grad Class Project 

a real turkey for 
Christmas
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“Now you’re getting ridiculous.” 

o “1 don’t think so. Let’s take the situation with you and that Queen of 

JJ I yours.”

D “Look will you quit slagging off my..."
h “Oh, like you’re one to talk. I’ve had quite enough of your jibes at Canada. 

a ^ou know, the almost continual stream - the baseball caps, the hat hair,

8 the wheat, the trees, the hockey, the sepratists."

“Oh come on, I’m not that bad!" 

e j “Those were annoying, but the ' Oh Canada, our home and natives’ land’ 

o was a bit below the belt. If you hate the country that much why did you

N come?"
E

“It’s not that I hate it - I’m just trying a little observational humour. 

So...you were talking about Britain then"
” “Uh huh! What did you think we were talking about?"

“Urn...” 

q “Oh! I see”

“So you weren’t?"

“No.. Most of the time, no.”
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JRMpha^eLnight An '-'pen Letter To Mr. Newell: 
CEO NOVA Corp

that the most urgent matter facing us is Canada address this issue effectively.” 
“poverty in Canada and our lack of a Mr. Newell, I would like to know Hate Crimes and All that Jazz who are gay or bisexual Most of the

With great interest I read in the Globe T^nP 'V°P* ^ , what NOVACorP" and Vou as Chief time, gay-bashers move and attack in
and Mail (Michael Valpy “The Re^l clearlv thl^nve^1* "£? h“d ^ecut,ve officer, are doing to meet its Hate crimes come out of homophobic large groups ( what better way to beat a
Threat to Canada” Nov 2/95A21) of ISÊSïXSV a,unebof ^ “^ponstbtlity to Canadian society” in responses to a person's sexual “hapless homo" ). They target people
a speech you gave ’back in Apriho the 1W when E Y°U m ‘°n that m helPln8 curtail the creasing poverty orientation. To reiterate, homophobia who they know or assume are, gay or
Business Council on National Issues I outLformed mnsTnf T “ If™? W£Ud l°" mform me' as IS “ •the fearand hatred «flesbians, gay bisexual and wait until that person is

was impressed by what you identified woHH wr r i hC devd.oped wel1 as the Public'ofthe sPecific steps men and bisexuals, and the possible fear alone or with one other person, beforeas the Brea esf mn^ rn u world- Statlstlcs Canada reported that you are taking, or plan to take, in this and hatred of same-sex feelings in striking with surprise.
of the^Council collectively TadeTo ^comè'wlv h Can?d'f "S had area' What are y°u doin8 10 ensure oneself and others, both of which are Yet, despite the violence that they are 
Canadian society Y income which put them below the that NOVA Corp. is pan of the solution, encouraged in our society.” (NSP1RG subjected to, some people who have

You list these contributions as 5!'' ^ threC mi'°" and not a cause-of Povertyin Canada. Report 1993, Nova Scotia). As a result been the victims of a hate crime seldom 
including the ability to identify “the assistl rC °r social Mr NeweU’1 am a shareholder of of homophobia, one may be subjected report the crime. For example, gay/
really critical issues whic^will hnoact than 20 some defmmons’ more N0VA CorP-1 am also ve<7 concerned to verbal insults and harassment, bisexual men being bashed may be seen 

Canada’s future" the ability3 to ““wT “* abou' Poverty in Canada. As a discrimination, destruction of property by police as “You should have been able
“assrmhlp ,hp Kps, h f y u be.tbe poverty line. ... Make no shareholder 1 would like you to take and physical violence. to defend yourself” f against several
academk woridb” m fnriK nn°Th C mistakf' Poverty is our largest the initiative on my behalf in In response to this and other forms people with weapons, if sure is a fair

issues and the ability to “hplnr T? unresolved problem in Canada.” You proposing to the Board of Directors of violence against minority groups, fight - NOT). For women, it is not often
leaders shape a concensus for action ” wstem k fïlîn ?“h edufati°nal thfat N0VA CorP direc' a tithe (10 %) Canada has passed several Hate Crimes mentioned, because the attack may have
Then youTateTarTat ^L ZT 8 ddlVer reSfult,S' 0ur of ,ts annual Proflts t0 Programmes, bills that are being debated and been due to them being women, rather 
winners from losers is tiie ability to aree themasd Zh &d“18-t0 ‘0Cal and/,at,ona1’ that directly and discussed throughout the nation. Nova than as an attack against lesbians,
anticipate the future to recognized m del îer pf ^ hmdmg hey “S?* a t'iate poverty in Canada Scotia has recenl|y Passed m C-41, Perhaps the most important reason for
majonrends^nd'toacuoday^to^hape moînneed' " ^ taïSTTÎ^'?"4 amending the criminal code,«consider the lack of reporting the fact that

ourselves to succeed in ,hp nJn, wl " ' . its shareholders leaders in tackling one whether a crime was motivated by victims of gay-bashing (or other hate
environment ” What impressed me most, Mr. NeweU, of Canada’s major issues. It would also hatred; hatred based on sexual crimes) may not want to reveal their sexual

What imnrpcspH mp iim m v u s your clear recognition that poverty is indicate that NOVA has great concern orientation is part of this amendment, orientation due to what they perceive as
weSl S ’ a S a problem with which we must all for Canada’s future. Mostly, Mr. Canadian statistics have identified society’speiga 

which needed tof^mnwd" ^ ^ "° leSS business leaderS: Newell, it would be one small step in eleven percent of hate crimes as against person who is gay or bisexual Many
•Wtoknomtontonding. W making yourself. NOVA Corp, and all pmom of um*xl dual-ae, people are SlfbebgX, e”o

second key issue gave new renewed Me'd're mm ”* |U<l6ed l', h,,c °r "s shareholders, responsible and orientation, A good example of a hale discrimination and harassment horn all
encoiiragemem and hope. Harare 0,^^^’^;° SSZF~ ^

to the idealised image. On the contrary haVC bf" S£t !" thls Lcity' APParentIy, It is of prime importance that we 
the family constitutes a major arena of Ty °fthe buddmgs that wfre targeted “.me the obstacles that dissuade us 
oppression in which innumerable by thc a”°msut(s)jwer1e eitbe1r owned' from repotting hate crimes, especially gay- 
unhappy couples are bound together °CCUp‘ed by’hired and/or had P°sltlve bashmg. Working to overcome negative 
by economic and social dependence attltudf ,toward homosexuals and (mis)perceptions of homosexuals and 
in which half the working class bisexuals. In terms of physical violence, bise.vuals, promoting the positive aspects 
women, are confined and confirmed in Ne" 8[unswick alone, sixteen and talking as a community about gay-
the socially subordinate role of p^rce"t of homosexuals and bisexuals bashmg, harassment and so on, are just a 
housewife. wbo bave su"ered physical violence, few things we can do. In terms of personal

security; an institution which is perfectly The family is also, far more often than Were beaten because their attacker(s) action, travel in groups if you can. Be
adapted to the needs of both society and is generally acknowledged, an arena of kn£W or Presumed the victims’ sexual aware of your surroundings when walking
the individual. Anyone outside the appalling physical and psychological orientaIion-11 takes verY httk it seems, around the city. Report any discrimination,
family is therefore not only ‘abnormal’ violence, of wife beating and child t0 tr'gger Peop^e t0 perform irrational harassment or violence done to you, no
but also ‘deprived’. battering, of father-daughter rape of 3CtS °f violence a8ainst homosexuals matier how small it may seem. Be up to

Marxism rejects this reactionary repression, inhibition and victimisation 3nd bisexuals; often )ust the mere date on what is going on in the city and
nonsense. The family is not a natural but of its own members. Of course, despite rumour that a Person “may he a faggot", your communities, with regard to possible
a social institution. Like any other social this most people still do choose to live in ?r b5bav^s in what society considers areas of danger, people who have been
institution it has historical origins, families. The social pressures on them to gay bebaviouri would make her/him known to be gay-bashers, areas of safety 
roughly coinciding with the emergence do so are considerable and the alternative a tar8et fora hate crime. Of recent and police action. We’ve come a long way,
of private property and the division of under caoitalism can be grim—loneliness concern’is the targeting of people who and we still have many obstacles to
society into classes between five and ten and isolation in most cases. are supportive of. friends/family
thousand years ago. It has since
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What Socialists Say About 
the Family 
by Nik Carrier

Conservative politicians of all parties 
never cease singing the praises of the 
family’. This phenomenon reflects the 
fact that ‘Defend the family’ has always 
been a key slogan and rallying cry for 
the ruling class. In view of these 
people’s attitudes to such things as 
child benefit, cuts in education, health 
and social services, housing provision 
and the rest, all this pro-family 
propaganda could easily be dismissed 
as monstrous hypocrisy.

It is important to recognise that there 
is an element of sincere class interest 
involved here. The ruling class 
recognises, and has always recognised 
the family as a deeply conservative 
institution. They know they can get 
working-class men and, above all, 
working-class women to view the world 
exclusively from the perspective of theft- 
individual family unit they can create a 
powerful counterweight to class 
identification and class consciousness. 
They know that protecting my family’ 
was ever the alibi of the scab; that in so 
far as women remain mentally 
imprisoned in the home (even when 
they do go out to work) they will not 
develop a perspective of changing 
society; and that 99 times out of 100 
the first authority confronted by the 
young is the authority of the family. 
Consequently the ruling class has 
carefully nurtured a mythology of the 
family. This mythology has two main 
elements. First, the family is projected 
as a universal, eternal unchanging 
institution reflecting fixed biological 
and psychological drives. The family is 
normal’; the family is a matter of human 
nature. Anyone not living within the 
accepted family structure or 
challenging this structure (by being gay, 
for example) is therefore labelled 
‘abnormal’, ‘unnatural’ and ‘deviant’.

Secondly, the family is presented as 
an idyllic haven of harmony, love and

al

iry

n

overcome.

This brings us to the Marxist attitude 
undergone a long process of historical to the family in the future. Marxists are
development in which it has assumed opposed to the family as it is presently
widely differing forms. constituted. But the family cannot be

The result of this development is that banned or simply abolished. It must be
the contemporary nuclear family is a replaced and what replaces it must be
structure adapted primarily not to the experienced by the vast majority as
needs of men, women and children but something better, more liberating and u , , .
to the needs of a particular form of more fulfilling. Horse logging has deep roots in New Brunswick. It goes back to the early 1800’s
society, namely capitalism, and to its This involves complete equal pay and wh?" oxen were also used 35 a method of removing felled trees from the woods, 
overriding aim, the accumulation of job opportunities for women in a context W , the inventl0n of ,he steam powered crawler tractor, and eventually the
capital- of lull employment. It involves socialising , y Ve[Sl0n of theimodern day.skidder-the U!* »f the horse in the woods had

In the capitalist class it is a the burden of housework by means of "H1051 disappeared. However, with the resurgence of interest in “green friendly"
mechanism for the maintenance and good communal restaurants and baryes,in8. the horse has found its own little niche in the forest industry. The
inheritance of private property and class laundries in every neighbourhood. It l°f USmg ahorse ** niumerous-
position. In the working class it serves involves sharing child care through A hors€ re<luires as much maintenance as any machine, but on a cost scale
to produce and reproduce supplies of nursery places for all children. It involves minute comPared t0 that of a skidder. A horse requires a much smaller area to
proficient labour power at very little a lot of other far-reaching changes in the travel on *i e a skid trai1)- generally no wider than about four feet, compared
cost to the employers or their state. organization of society. So far-reaching witb ,upt0 twcnt>' ^eet ^or tbe average skidder. A horse will usually start in cold

This makes the reality of family life indeed, that they are inconceivable Weather’ allhou8h some machines, especially diesels have been known to require
(in all social classes but especially the without a total transformation of society magic t(?Start tbem in extreme cold. On the other hand, there are some con’s of
working class) bear little or no relation a social revolution. usin8 a horse 35 well. Generally, only a very small volume of wood per day can
r | I ^ ^ ^ ^____ he removed - (I once heard two old timers arguing - one was claiming ten cords
E . 1 of 8 studwood at roadside in a twelve hour day). Compare this to up to 100

cords of anything a day in a totally mechanical operation. Obviously you aren’t 
going to get rich quick. But you can make a living. A friend of mine runs his own 
small business, specializing in horse logging, custom sawmilling (with a portable 
sawmill), and marketing of value added products. He is overwhelmed with the 
demand for both his horse and sawmill, and is considering expansion.

Many older people, especially in rural areas, own large amounts of land which 
was left to them by their family. They realize the need to harvest some of their 
land, before it becomes old and dies, but they have a bad image of forestry. 
They think of harvesting, and they think of big orange machines flattening their 
woodlot. Usually nothing Ls farther from the truth, but opinions often rule 
decisions. When they see a guy with a horse looking for wood to cut, theft- 
thoughts turn to the good old days ’, and often allow this person on their land 
to cut stumpage. What I am saying is that their is a large, relatively untapped 
market out there for small time operators with a little cash and a lot of ambition. 
Horse logging is on its way back up the ladder, and I believe it will be noticed in 
the next few years more than ever.
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...if men do not flood equality into the unpaid labour 
force of child-rearing and homemaking.Women will just 
continue to do two jobs at once, while men only do 
one. Children will continue to have too much mother 
and too little father, and the cruel guilt-producing 
impossibility of being super woman and super mom will 
keep on robbing the country of talent and women of 
peace of mind.”

Gloria Steinem
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The Riverdales do their best Ramones pose for the camera tl

Punchbuggy get funky at the Warehouse
01

Photo by Warren Watson tl
by Michael Edwards 
Brunswickan Entertainment •STrwm ~nl “s“r-

They have been really great to us. Are the Riverdales a ùunk band? t a a u * l i

~EE~ EEFHF-
Wednesday nigh, - no names shall be theirdo^bm ^ou kntÏÏIÎdon’t know how Ltrief ‘ ^ ‘ ^ “ ^ricC ^ ^ *“

pip mm eHeÉ=f eeeeb
“"8S w *" ht- æ - «- - - —

fsSESsss ,rrr.;5 cassis ~-rT,ii,aiirssss beeee ss==“^== l>3=rrin a very pop way like those of the want to play 45 minutes or an hour - on it PR. You mean Mil, u . ,, T: Y^’ we,rd’ nothm8llke that
Ramones. Lots of fun. And I also 25 minutes is enough. We don’t talk Do you ever think you ’ll be had lots of papers P Y everhappens m Fredericton 1 ^ssyou
grabbed the chance to talk to the two much between the songs either famous like Green Dav> ^ TSnih a P » were just at the wrong gig at the wrong

lOnightwasthemostwelafltedon “jTSZT

the tour. People are brainwashed into We don’t have that mainstream element it tense and foreboding.
thinking the longer the show', the better that some bands have. We don’t want PB- Well we staved with nennlp fmm ,ua, „ ,, ■ , . . , .
theshow.,™,»™,.headlining jc, TO; have no desire to sign to a major, both sidTs of^thlrgumem/Zt ^

H0«‘I,,nglm*x,u bee,,M mills o/fans, aTiZlike'S mhÎMlZZ" ”d l*play"'8 d!!lnr pZides" TSo 8"!'s line plans <o come

back from Europe at the end of August 

- we were over there for a month.
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PB: 1 guess. But obviously people have 
worked out there differences. Either

was

So how’s the tour going? 
Swell. Just swell.

back this way again or are you one of 
those bands that forgets who the real

I Ftr*r,r,h™*pHE

Ff-~od„s ssssaffiss tsnrrrS
in ondon. Nice venue but lame bands- Oh no, we ve never heard of just go along with whatever is thrown Band T «
audience. They like spitting a lot. It’s the Ramones.” We’ve heard of them. We your way. Too many bands are on their T: So how long has Punchbmmv been rt ‘° "0W?L 
an MTV thing. They see a band on like them. They are obviously an soapbox - we want to make some no.se together? 8S> Jornorow we go back on the road

there spitting, and then ihey do the influence. and have some fun. We don’, take PB A little ewer,yea, now bo, we were J’”U"y'

Are you sick of that comparison | ^n difleren, handa in Ontario hetore again al, and ZZZZZ

i ---skïïïr
urge to get in touch with the Riverdales, are you going to tour arnunri <™n „„ .5o how would you describe your then you can drop them a line at the | more first? * " m,emeW y0U can ,ake us out on

Box 409291, Chicago, 1L, 60640, USA. PB: Well we have a contract with Shikp t P" . ,. , 
we take the Ramone». Buddy Holly, Please tmemberto enclose an ,RC, and records in Mon, real, ZkZj11 ' 'd k C°°' $° SCe r°U

Dion and the Belmonts and add our tell them who sent you. | NO vole, and if all goes well we should

What about the album?Every time

to come back and play again soon.

same.
What about over here? Any yet? 

spitting?
There have been

out.No. We take it as a compliment. We

evera few sound similar, but no-one will 
knuckleheads. The other night we mistake us for them, 
played a Ramones cover - Blitzkreig 
Bop’ - Billie Joe sang it. As soon as he sound?
got on stage, someone spat and it got 
him right in the eye. around Punchbuggy.
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An interview with Karen McLaughlin «

By Carla EKY Lam 

Brunswickan Entertainment 1 iDo you have a favourite medium? 

I like to work in video, I like to write
tv»

From women we all come and to
and you know, I really like working 

women we all return. From mother to with thick, goupy, heavy oil pastels, and 

mother - the earth consumes again.

I

paper, and there are a lot of things that 

I really like to do. In my last semester 
She makes me miss my mother, and at art school I started to do this little 

mom s not that far away. Comfortable, pieces of image-text work where 1

At home. Warm. Comforting. Soft Blue would take paper and sew on 

Discordance of words in photographs, and I guess they 
harmony. All of these women are each kinda like poems, 

other. Karen McLaughlin’s first novel 

Choral stretches skin around the lives 

of 5 gf tions of women and girls.

Iin »
I

eyes. *were

Video work and the making of 

Choral
I would make some drawings on the 

Irony. Contradiction. Polarity, paper, then I would sew a photograph

Separateness. Togetherness. Existence, into it and then I would scratch

Transcendence. Love. Clarity. Choral is some kind of little poem or narrative

all about the anomaly of family life. It that I thought about while I was doing

tries to contain the lives of five it. So I did a little book of all these

generations of women; the pain, blood, separate pieces, cause really one didn’t

and skin of our being - the touch of our have anything to do with the other

lives on each other, the bewildering except how they were made. I made

circumspection of all who come before, them into a little artists book, and a lot M
of people really liked them, and I *

Love, hate - the savage banality of our thought well if I’m going to work with

lives the sting of all perspectives. Not words I should learn a little bit about it actually read the story! that’s how it got to be the book,

allowed to know just what we want, the because I hadn’t even read a poem for Another Stage Medium? Genre?

fragmentation of singularity - we hear twenty years. So I took my little book So I decided then that I would apply Do you know what I think - I’m a - it’s just that people who don’t know

em all - all the voices of the women of visual poems and 1 applied to a third to a fiction writing class. 1 took my video storyteller. I think that’s what I am and about it, then I don’t talk to them about

in these generations. The men are year poetry-writing, year long workshop and applied to a fiction class. I was really that 1 find lots of different ways to tell a it cause it’s just like another layer that

perpetually absent presences. The at the University of Calgary. scared and I got accepted. I was quite story depending how I think the story they can’t deal with it. But it is there,

women are true, real and together in And I got into the course, so all that nervous because a lot of these people needs to be told. What I really, really,
ways only outsiders could know. This year I worked with words, in poem form, had been writing short stories for some really want to do is make a film - a big

is the cacaphonous language of Then in the spring, just after I had finished time, and a lot of them had been in film, like a two hour movie that people your feminism

women’s lives Never fully understood, the class, 1 was approached by the curator classes together. 1 did a few short stories will come and watch. I’d like to do that Actually, that’s really really easy. I 

This is Choral. Holistic understanding; of a gallery in Calgary to do some more and I actually even published the first some time too. would say before the spring of 1990 I
the primary love which succeeds all video work and I really wanted the short story I wrote for that class and I was a person who was probably a little

others and is so akin to hate. This is opportunity to show my work. But I didn’t worked a little bit more on the Choral Have you done that yet? frightened ofthe word‘feminism’’. I didn’t

the travelling, transitional, transcending have the time and I didn’t have the money stories because I had people who said, Filmmaking

art that became Choral and moved on to do video at that - video work’s really you know I bet this would make a good

again. You see, Choral is the literary really expensive. I asked him to give me book. I did a lot of those like triple text narrative structure in film when I was
manifestation of an art display. The 48 hours to come up with something else things but decided that nobody would doing the first couple of years of my reading early in the winter of 1990 There

book, in turn, has gestated more visual that I would do. So I decided that I would read a book like that - you know, it BFA. I took quite a few film courses and were a lot ofwomen my age or older than

art and so continues the cycle, nukhun a video I had witten a few lines would be too much. at one point, I even thought of me at the art college, and we heard about

McLaughlin is a visual-aitist who just of this story at the end of my poetry class Then I had to come up with another switching straight into film. But I didn’t, a literary-conference that was going to be

happens to be working this time with and it was about the woman who gets her idea. I was reading Susan Swan’s book we happened to move from the place happening in Edmonton. Æwere in

WOr S' *e^ cut °5 an(* * decided that I would “The Biggest Modern Woman of the we were living to another place and Calgary at the time. So five of us went

make up this family and that I would write World ”, about the Nova Scotia giantess then I went to the Art school there but together and this w.-a ference of...

a story about them and then, that’s exactly ... Anna - what’s-her-name? Anyway, no. I would like to do that sometime people from all over the world so the level

Yeah, I ve never been a journal what I did. I sewed together about a there was a testimony in there from a but essentially I’m a storyteller and of theory and the level of laneuaee

writer.... so I think it was, cathartic for hundred and fifty pieces into 64 feet long neighbour, and I thought that’s just people say “You’ve been telling stories

the period of my life when I was writing by 15 inches wide - and people actually exactly what I need in my book -1 need for years, and years and years anyway."

in - more than for the story itself. It read it in the gallery. I just thought to put in these sort of poem-like pieces,

was at a time in my life when I was trying people would just kind of look at it and some straight prose. 1 wanted it to be The mystery of Choral
to figure out a lot of things. So that’s say “Oh gee that’s really neat" or “Gee straight-from-the-heart kind of prose, [I really got the feeling that the kind of thing, but somehow -1 think that

where the catharsis came in, not that s an interesting idea or you know, you know... like speech, it was really narrator, the voice was arbitrary- I speak for the other women-is that we

because it was any horrible, personal hopefully, people say good things but important that it was like speech. So secondary. I understood that these just came out the other end

tragedy, but so, in that way yeah, it was. ... “What is this!” (laughter) People women were each other)
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m Visual artist, Karen McLaughlin

that theory was really on the top of my 

mind the whole time I was writing this

How & when did you come into

tson
understand it and, would have said that I 

No, I have studied film structure, the wasn’t that much interested.i January
However, I had done a little bit ofurn.

for that? 

ile to put

tying in

to come 
ire really 

a good
Catharsis?i

was
supreme. But we spent three days, hardly 

understanding a word and we made a list 

of all the words that were used in Literary 

Theory and Women’s Studies and all that

stabbed

!

11 about 

t, then 

getting

like that 

ness you 

e wrong

We knew, we just understood it, and it

seemed like- it was like listening to 
Hallelujah! That’s exactly it, these something we knew in a different

women were each other, and it didn’t language but until we heard in a different

matter if you knew which one you were language we didn’t understand it. So it

talking about or not. But one is

pie have 

. Either 

v slicing was an epiphany! (Laughter) Then I 
narrating for those who can’t speak for started to read some kind of writing that 

themselves that - that’s it, so yeah I’m I’d never read before like Daphne Marlot’s 

really glad you got it. Some people do “Anna Historic” and that sort of thing, 

and some people don’t but most people which became very, very influential in my 

after they sort of struggle through the own kind of approach to writing and I 

first little bit, then they find that they think in lots of ways, that for me it’s good 

can get into the rhythm of it and that that I don’t have a degree or a Master’s

degree in literature, or creative writing 
I was into Postmodern theory at Art because I think about all kinds of other 

school - all kinds of Women’s Studies different structures of a way to write, 

stuff, lots of feminist reading. The

:o come 
i one of 

the real

' À ^ • '

•> •

v:i- ’ ‘

\.8-
I don’t 

to play 

e plans

ioon.

it’s okay.
r.77 •• 7V
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\I do belong to a feminist reading group 
reason why I used the name Cora comes and we read novels and we try to find 

from Julia Knsteva s work. The Cora that articles that somehow go with the writing

she was talking about, that's a very to discuss some of these things so, I still

Maternal place, very vocal and it’s before carry on with it. 

the “law of the Father”. That's what this is

te road 

muary. 

)u guys 

anging

Mï'v--
3

>r free 

tead of 

out on

all about. In fact, I even give her a nice 

little credit in my acknowledgements.
Favourite excerpt

The little piece near the end called 

“Who will speak for my short life?" That’s 

always been my favourite piece and 1 thinkFeminist strains

Yeah, and I didn’t want to write a it was the last piece that 1 wrote for the 

theoretical text but it is that, A lot of book.

;e you Choral (detail)
Oil pastel on paper (35" x 18")
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HELL HAVE YOU 
BEEN?

This week I thought I would positive thing in the right hands. And 

concentrate on artists who have been the acoustic sound lends
only worrying aspect of this album is 1 try my best not to be superficial, but I graphic, and quite horrible to look at, 

9wav(hf3»hiif hntk, CM , an air of the feeling that Elvis Costello will never just can’t get past the fact that Lenny and also a wonderful way to get

back with a new album Or I i 77 '° '1C Proceedin8* in a waV produce anything this good every again. Kravitz has an sticky-out belly button. The publicity too. So let’s just leave it at that
"ha new album. Or an old album that only it can. Bring Lm All In is just But if you own Blood And Chocolate, CD booklet for Circus is full of pictures of

that has been reissued for some reason, as good as any of the Waterboys’ albums, ~ -

But more of that later, as I really should and it really is a welcome return,

start things off with some new music.

King Of America and My Aim Is True him as members of a circus doing all kinds Neil Young and Pearl Jam - a marriage
then you won’t worry quite so much, of things. And you can clearly see his belly made in Heaven? In Hell? Hmm - tough

button in all its glory. Yiik. But enough of call. I like Neil Young an awful lot, and 
If you do feel the urge to start that - what about the music? Well, if you 

alb- is have been reissued, and 1 am working your way through another set remember ‘Are You Gonna Go My Way’, 

t more than a little sad. But fortunately of reissues, one artist worth and how it depended on that one riff being

I tb‘n8s are end‘ng on a vei7 high note, considering is Frank Zappa. During repeated again and again, then you know

namely the very fine Blood And his career, he released almost 60

1

Sigh. The last of the Elvis Costello

V|fonike scott \ *
*■
J.-'rimVcnuU in

exactly what to expect. Lots of repetitive
|. Chocolate. It is probably my favourite albums -rather daunting to someone guitars. He’s still on his big nostalgia kick, 
|. Costello album, and with the addition 

| of six bonus tracks I like it even better.

i
ft

w.

i
!

not familiar with his work, and that is getting a bit tiresome too. This 

Fortunately Rykodisc have put isn’t his finest work by a long way; it’s been 
it has songs by Elvis at his most together the very ironically titled downhill all the way since he was dumped

venomous ( Tokyo Storm Warning ), his Strictly Commercial, which features by Lisa Bonet...

nineteen tracks from sixteen albums. .

Call it a greatest hits package of sorts.

Zappa toyed with many styles of 

music during his long and varied 

career, and while not all of them are

i" !
* I

a? ;#
<

' j t
jÊ 1

iO'” :■ A V
d tA

wtd
iJAnd where better to start than with 

Mike Scott who has been gone for a 

long, long time. Let's face it, the last ■’ 1»
Waterboys album wasn’t all that good - if , 

it left me pining for the days of Iffi 

Fisherman's BL.es again. In the last ■■ 
couple of years, Mike has become a bit Mfi 

of a recluse living on a commune in the 

north of Scotland. But last year he 

started to play a few concerts, sing a few most eloquent (‘Crimes Of Paris') and 

new songs and from what 1 heard from his most tender (‘I Want You’). That last 

some folks back home, he was sounding song is quite simply one of the most 

better than ever. The new

I also dislike Pearl Jam an awful lot. So 

I was very intrigued by Neil’s new album 

Mirror Ball, if only to see what could 

come out of this collaboration. \nd it 

sounds just like a Neil Young album - 

not his best album, but a good album 

nonetheless. The level of

r
represented here, most of them do 

turn up. Personally, 1 find some of the 

work dated, but when he let his sense 

of humour shine through (on ‘Valley 

Girl’ or ‘Don’t Eat The Yellow Snow’),

c

c
j|»'

m F

rt)
d

IL7 a
ask for it■

collaboration is actually quite small 

with Young writing all the 

Hole's new release, Ask For It, almost songs (with a small credit to Eddie 

doesn’t deserve a mention as there isn't Vedder), and Pearl Jam simply take the 

.... much new material on it. You get three place of Crazy Horse. That's it. When it
called Brine ‘Fm AU I album is movingever comm.tted to tape and will Hole songs recorded as a Peel Session is good, it is very good but there are

, n’h 5 y Probab|yhavey°u'" tears the firsttime back in 1991, and four cover versions, some songs that just make me cringe

qu.te good. He plays all the instruments you hear it. Maybe even the second time mÊÊÊKÊj^dÊÊÊÊÊM The version of ‘Violet’ is rougher than Like the aLl first single Downtown’

rnen Or in Ter W ! 1“ Th 7 T *** the ori8inal- and a11 the better for i, for instance. Fortunately moments like

variety. mother words things are of the later Elvis albums as there are no ■■HÉ II 7 SÊÊÊÊIÊ while rou8h doesn’t even begin to Throw Your Hatred Down’ and ‘Act Of
getting more folly again - hurrah! The diversions into other areas. Just honest- describe their take on Pale Blue Eyes’. Love’ save the day On the scale of

lyrics seem to deal primarily with to-goodness Attractions. The most The reason that it does get a mention is nineties Neil Young albums it falls way

spuatuahty, but Scotland is mentioned incredible thing about this album is that he was a unique performer. And a for the incredibly disturbing cover below Harvest Moon or Sleeps With

fike dial tmZionM t ""h ^^"Sisperfect-nofiUerAndhow pretty mean guitar player too - one of photo of wrists belonging to someone Angels, but not too far behindRagged
like that too. Nationalism can be such a often does that happen? Exactly. The the finest. Ever. who has attempted suicide It is very Glory

jvlvis_Co6<cUo and (he Attractions
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In4 nsi.me offers Ballet Jcreen PLEURAL in

w

Uby EKY
Brunswickan Entertainment “A road trip through art history 

& broken glass.”
K

rt
w1 went to my first ballet at the 

Playhouse a week ago on Wednesday 

night. The Nutcracker no less. This J ^ SJû

âieJk 11

by Eric Hill much as that is possible) it may be

for Brunswickan Entertainment seen that people using the same

system of communication, whether it 
So what does it all mean? A be English, French or the visual 

question often contemplated, language of painting, can’t always 

discussed, argued, philosophised make communication work either, 

upon, dramatized in award-winning If you don’t want to hurt your head

cable television programs but never thinking about all this, rest assured 

answered to universal satisfaction, that PLEURAL also occurs on the level 

Until now, you ask? No, probably not of good, 

ever... but that’s no reason to stop 

asking.

re
sfwas a new version of the story, first 

performed on November 1 of this year 

and based on E.T.A. Hoffmann’s “Der 

Nussknacker und der Mausekonig".

Ballet Jorgen were fabulous, but 1 

really must say - 1 kept expecting 

someone to talk. Yeah, yeah I know, 

the whole dancers-as-speaking-with- 
their-bodies thing, but just imagine xwl'. 

how difficult it would be to tell a story 

with your mouth closed. Music, 

however, is a form of expression, and

dance - an equally potent tool - of snow put a glow in my heart - that taken with it. The Arabian, Russian, 

combined become a language of only December nostalgia just-before- Spanish, and Oriental dances were

the-first-snow can. Also I had superb. The rather petite ballerina 
Perhaps it was my seating - front forgotten the story of the Nutcracker, donning Russian garb was quite 

row right - that enabled me to be so but

C(

K
•

ev
lc

%
Si ca

\z- h«
v

clean, perverse 

entertainment. You can let the deepx .

gf
I

: Mfr —J" meanings seep into your 
PLEURAL asks the question in the subconscious WHILE-U-ENJOY. 

form of three connected monologues.

Three people on the road. Alone with

their questions & worries. As well as presentation of dramatic reading, 

being flesh & blood people, these improvisational music and assorted 

three also represent various schools visual devices. It is scheduled for 

of art often at odds: abstraction vs.

PLEURAL will be a combined

bodies and looks.

WOIgot to the part dynamic - her mid-air flip 
empathetic; 1 was close enough to where the little girl’s doll-maker-uncle memorable, and I especially enjoyed

hear the dancers pant. 1 have a new presents her with the cherished toy I the Arabian flavored, seductively

respect for these ‘foot-bound’, remembered my own. As a matter of slithering trio. They each added an

breathing controlled , beautiful and fact, the ballerinas/ballet dancers - the exotic air to the otherwise, quite

sweating artists. I was close enough ballet - the whole thing spurred thematically Euro-aristocratic Acts,

to hear their toes touching the stage memories of a spinning ballerina doll All in all, 1 was really charmed - in

and feel behind their perpetually that 1 had received for Christmas not spite of myself- by the world of

pleasant faces and still chests - the so long ago. I never expected to get Sugarplum Fairies, flowers

heart-pounding, the breath - guarded, so sentimental. Who knew? snowflakes, Snow Queens, cavaliers

The ballet itself was enchanting. Although 1 didn’t fiillly understand and dolls. It was a happily made 

Timely and opulent, the Christmas the purpose of the multicultural bit escape from the everyday, 

scenes and the adventure in the world in the Land of Sweets, I was quite

as soon as we was Tuesday, November 14th, 8 p.m. at 
representation... surrealism vs. Gallery Connexion on Queen St., 
realism... formalism vs. located behind the Justice Building, 

deconstruction... dadaism vs. well... It features a text by Eric Hill,

art itself I suppose. The interplay performed by Paula Dawson, Darryl 

centers

is «
i

upon the difficult gap Whetter & Eric Hill, as well as 

between singular vision and the wish
atmospheric music by Mark Carmody 

or universal expression of... what it & Karl Cans. Admission is in the form 

all maeans. of a donation to the artist-run Gallery. 
We live in a time where language Questions may or may not be 

issues are always either on or not far

from the surface. Putting aside the 8832 and asking for Eric, 
political and traditional values (as Thanksamillion & seeyathere.

e
answered by calling 459-8763 or 458-
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Scottish Svenina with Vjatalie WlaJffjenter

Street Zander StuxfiÛ
433 Charlotte Street 

Haircut
by Carvell Fenton 

Brunswickan Entertainment
achieved acclaim among her musical fiddle music and step dancing,,to 
peers having won the East Coast Music singing and guitar solos. It appeared as

Picture a rpmin f ii- u-n , Awarcl in the “Roots/Traditional Artist" though there was something for
Picture a terrain of rolling hills, wind category in 1992. In addition, her third

swept and cold in the dying twilight. It album Fit as a Fiddle brought her the
waTkTffind? thK Sma11 P3th y°U title of“Instrumental Artis15 of the Year" the best I have experienced at a concert 

heann, th! H ' ‘SamyStiCal at the East Coast Music Awards, of this nature. From the opening set of
hear carried ÎÜ7* y0U. 0nward’ y°u Certainly a career that has long since jigs and reels (styles of fiddle melodies)
Î elZ e f I °"the Wm,d'a fcW «one beyond its initial stages. the audience participated

vou UnwTh “n8 m y and 1 h3Ve been an avid fan of Nata‘ie wholeheartedly. It always adds to the 
the crest Jr? ^ dl,mb MacMaster for a number of years, so if enjoyment of a concert if the crowd is
ZZ f° " SkmaU hdl and the vaUeY Y°u are reading this article hoping to in tune with the message the musician

unfolds before you. Nestled low hear a negative concert review, you have is trying to convey, regardless of the .
g a gentile brook you see a small come to the wrong place. However, I musical style, and 1 must admit that this

house with one window warmly lit. The implore you, please read on, and if you crowd would rival any I have
winds blow, causing you to pull the did not have the pleasure to enjoy her experienced. It was apparent that the
edge of your collar up to shield your musical magic at this past concert,
face, but also carrying more notes of the perhaps this will entice you not to miss
melody you heard moments before. You her next,
smile, and move on with a quickened

$5.75everyone.
The mood of the crowd was one of Monday to Saturday 

10:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.

458-2907>le to look at, 
way to get 

leave it at that.

m - a marriage 
Hmm - tough 
awful lot, and

UNIVERSITY OF 
NEW BRUNSWICK

response was appreciated by the 
performers as the mood turned from a AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE
concert setting into what seemed like a 

... The Playhouse was nearly full, with few friends relaxing with some music
pace, anticipating the evening of music an estimate from one of the Playhouse at home 
and fellowship you have travelled far to 
enjoy...

Wondering exactly what kind of a MacMaster, but also four other 
review this is? Where did the thoughts individuals rounding out the group 
included above come from? They come who have significant solo A 
from a music that is not only careers of the own. Natalie’s 
entertaining, but also a music that group consisted of 
rejuvenates and speaks to the soul. They D 
come from the Natalie MacMaster

IN TEACHING

ATTENTION: STUDENTS AND FACULTYrepresentatives placing attendance at 
over 650. The concert featured Natalie

It was stated by a number of 
audience members that they 

had rarely seen the level of 
y energy portrayed by 

Natalie MacMaster. 
She has an ability 
to perform and 

express the music 
she plays rather then simply 

presenting it with no heart or feeling. 
In addition the quality of her playing is 
really second to none. It seems that

THE AWARD is dedicated to the late Dr. Allan P. Stuart and is 
to honour persons who are representative of outstanding teaching 
achievement at the University of New Brunswick.

ELIGIBILITY : A candidate must teach at least one 3-credit hour 
undergraduate course, and at least one 3-credit hour course each 
term, during the academic year in which the nomination is made. 
It is not expected that the nominees should excel in all criteria 
listed on the nomination form, but they should be qualified in 
most categories. Individuals are not eligible if they have been 
previous recipients of the Award.

awful lot. So 
I’s new album 
; what could 
ation. \nd it 
iung album - 
good album 
level of 
quite small 

! all the 
lit to Eddie 
nply take the 
:'s it. When it 
lut there are 
e me cringe. 
Downtown’, 
iioments like 
i* and ‘Act Of 
the scale of 
s, it falls way 
Sleeps With 
hind Ragged

a v e

concert at the Playhouse in 
Fredericton. NOMINATION: Candidates for the Award are proposed and 

recommended to the Senate Committee on Quality of Teaching by 
students and faculty of the University.

The basic information required is contained on the Nomination 
Forms, which are available from the University Secretary, 
Fredericton; the Vice-President (Saint John) ; the Student 
Council, Saint John or Fredericton; and Faculty offices, 
may nominate or support more than one candidate, 
must be signed by two nominators. The Committee places little 
value on long lists of signatures supporting a nomination. 
However, signed letters or paragraphs of support from a variety 
of sources (current and former students, faculty members, 
Department Chairs or Deans) can enhance a nomination.

Send nominations to the University Secretary, Room 110, Old 
Arts Building, UNB Fredericton, or to the Vice-President (Saint 
John), Room 110, Oland Hall, UNB Saint John.

siFor those of you who 
did not attend the concert i 
and are unfamiliar with I 
Natalie MacMaster, I I 

present a short ' 
introduction. She was born 
in Troy, Inverness County, 
Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. 
She comes from a

even though the diversity of the tunes 
she plays increases over the years, the 

Madsaac precision of the pieces has 
acoustic faltered. Whether she is performing a 
electric slow air or toe-tapping reel, each note 

guitar, Tracey Dares on penetrates the listener, and I would be
P'ano, and Tom Roach on amazed if anyone could resist its power,

drums. The fourth performer is a The mixing of this skill with a relaxed,
prestigious musical singer originally from Penh Andover, modest, and captivating stage presence
heritage, including Linda Brooks, who will be releasing her makes an evening of her music an
Buddy MacMaster, her uncle and a first album Painted Moon, just before experience that will linger long after the
master of the Cape Breton fiddle. She Christmas. From her first note to her fiddle is cased and the stage lights
was supported from an early age by her last, the audience was transfixed. She dimmed.
family to pursue music, and is still performed a number of her own songs As is evident from this review, the 
supported as was evident in her including one written for her father. Her concert was an experience that all
appearance in CBC’s television musical abilities were demonstrated in who were not in attendance should
programme “Up on the Roof. At the age a Mary Black song titled 'Thorn Upon regret missing. It is difficult to put
of 23, she has already forged a place for the Rose' and vividly in a final a cappella into words what this music means to «
herself in traditional Cape Breton hymn titled T Feel The Winds of God those of us who hold it dear. It is a
music, and is spreading that position Today'. This final piece possessed a music that is steeped in tradition and
worldwide with appearances in the clarity of tone and voice that was has arisen out of the tragedies and
United States, the Far East, the United remarkable, and left the audience

never No one 
The formon

and

I
v. . triumphs of countless generations
Kingdom, in Ireland, New Zealand, and wishing for more. She is definitely a both in Scotland and Cape Breton. It 
recently in Denmark and Belgium talent to be experienced with a beautiful is a music that can move its listeners 
where she performed at the acclaimed voice that took the Crowd, and this from the depths of despair to the 
Womex Festival. She has always reviewer by pleasant surprise. summit of joy with a mere draw of the
remained true to her Canadian and The concert presented a relaxed bow. Many have undertaken the task 
specifically Maritime fans as well as not atmosphere, with the members of bringing this music to those who 
compromising the involved exchanging in banter among have not yet experienced it, but few

musical standards she holds. With themselves and with the audience, are performing the deed as well or
every concert she expresses a pride and There was no attempt by one individual as nobly as Natalie MacMaster If you
love for the music she plays that to monopolize the spotlight, and have not experienced it please do
captivates an audience in a way that is outstanding solo selections were For those of us who love it and are
hard to describe. performed by both Dave Maclsaac and away from home missing it, or those

In addition to claiming an ever Tracey Dares. The concert encompassed of us who have acquired it in our 
growing number of fans, she has also everything from traditional Scottish travels, we say...play on!

>ry
Pizza On Time... Or Pizza On Us!,.

Great Campus Special) it may be 
; the same 
, whether it 
the visual 

an’t always 
rk either, 
t your head 
est assured 
on the level 

perverse 
et the deep 
to your 
NJOY.

Medium Pan
2. Items
SS.00 fjfrtHgm

plus taxes

GRECO

Add a Loonie
for 8" Garlic Fingers with sauce

Only Greco Guarantees

COMPETITION TIME!!!!!combined 
Ic reading, 
id assorted 
eduled for 
, 8 p.m. at 
Queen St., 
e Building. 
Eric Hill, 
son, Darryl 
is well as 
k Carmody 
in the form 
un Gallery. 
iy not be 
763 or 458- 
For Eric.

So it's back after a week off! iVe have a copy of the very wonderful Blood and Chocolate by the equally 
wonderful Elvis Costello to give away this week. But it is not just your usual run-of-the-mill copy. Oh no. It 
is a limited edition one with a bonus disc that has a nice long interview with Elvis. And that's not all - there 

is a runner up prize of a 5 track sampler from the Mike Scott album.
Good stuff.

And all you have to do to win is:
name five of the albums that Elvis Costello 

recorded with the Attractions.
Get yer entries into The Bruns office by midnight on Tuesday, and the 

first couple of entries plucked from the sack-o'-entries will win.
Simple as that.

FREE Delivery
in 30 minutes or Free Food*

COLLINS
PHARMACY
i Prescription 

s Depot

* After 5PM conditions Permitting

Greco Student Number 452^0033
We also deliver Free*

Donairs, Oven Subs
Garlic Fingers, Chicken Wings 
Mozza Sticks

Now open at the Help 
Centre in the SUB * Minimum $8.00 orderere.
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13 Engines Jiive through 
1^. Upcoming musical interludes

l-
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13 Engines down at the Dock
/Photo by Jason Haywood

from Marshall to Hiwatt to an odd
looking Premier power amp that 
looked to be at least thirty years old.

Before 1 went to see the 13 Engines However, the most important aspect of 
show, I had only heard the single, any band are the players themselves. 
Smoke and Ashes’ from 1993's, Each musician displayed an excellent 

Perpetual Motion Machine. 1 thought command of his instrument. Jim 
that if the rest of their songs were any Hughes, the bass player, along with the
thing like this one, 1 was not to be drummer, Grant Ethier, provided an
disappointed. Well, 1 wasn’t. It was extremely solid foundation for Mike
approximately eleven o’clock when the Robbins’ rhythm guitar and Critchley’s 
band took the stage. When singer/ eccentric, feedback-drenched solos, 
guitarist, John Critchley hit the chords Also impressive was the fact that three 
to the opening song the audience sat of the band members sing. The solid 
in rapt attention. Although the harmonies served to reinforce the 
audience wasn’t very large, they were strength and quality of the band and 
extremely appreciative. The band their songs, 
played a fair amount of new songs and 
they were very well received. Notable 
among these were, ‘Even The Sailors',
‘Naked’, and‘Zone’. With each song the entertainment in Fredericton,
band managed to create a distinct although it is improving. I know it
mood that was only broken by their was Sunday and most of us have to
offbeat sense of humour in between drag ourselves out of bed at an

ungodly hour on Monday morning.
The use of vintage equipment is an Nevertheless, 13 Engines sweated

important part of the band's sound. their asses off and played some
John Critchley’s, Hagstrom, and Mike inspired rock ‘n’ roll. It’s too bad more
Robbin s Gibson SG were particularly people didn’t show up to see it. I’m
impressive. The amplification varied glad I did.

F iby Jason Haywood 
Brunswickan Entertainment

VI

►
Glueleg were in town on Tuesday night, and there are plenty more bands acomin' too

Photo by Mark Bray

Friday 10th November at the Dock - The Pursuit of Happiness with 
Highroad. Tickets are $6 in advance.
Friday 17th November at the Pyramid Warehouse - D.O.A. with Lester 
and All In All.
Sunday 19th November at The Dock - Indie Music Fest featuring D.O.A. 
Proceeds go to the Foodbank.
Saturday 25th November at the Pyramid Warehouse - Eric's Trip with 
Orange Glass.
Wednesday 29th November at The Dock - The Mahones.
Saturday 9th December at the Pyramid Warehouse - Bad Luck No. 13 
and a whole bunch of other bands to be announced...watch this space!

What 1 find really strange is the low 
attendance at these shows. I mean, 
we don’t really get much good live

songs.

SW> SWi V //

The Brunswickan would like to 
congratulate Al and Jen 

on the birth of their first child 
Matthew Stephen
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lrKitchen open 'til 10:00

(joob timet...400b (üenbt
Start Your Weekends here!!! 

Group Rates Available

s

In about 18 years, we'll have another Brunsie

450-BREW
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Question: If Quebec had separated, where would they go?

Photos by Kent Rainville
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Chris Plimmer - CS II Joey Jo-Jo Shabadu - Hairface II Mike LeBlanc • CS III Sean Lee - Bald Guy IV

Downhill! Burn 'em, I says! Straight to the bank—with our money! Don't know, but it'll be a shorter drive to 
Toronto.

( Bray

»s with
j

Lester IIH Wm .: :

l àD.O.A.
r ^; MS Lvi i

ip with lllillm FJ: !

Eric Williams - ME II Erica Griffen - CE III Brian Stocker - CE III Tanya Gibson - CE III

No. 13 
space!

They'd drift out to sea and sink. I don’t know, but they'd probably be 
back!

To Colorado to join up with the 
Nordiques.

There!

Peter Roberts Don't Miss UNB National Basketball Action 
This Weekend At The Aitken Centre

Ibr Men
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery' 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery

Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery 
Free Delivery

Peter Allison's
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Buy one Medium at Regular Price 
Get the 2nd Medium for only

■
& Winter Collection 

CJu* Cjow - drrived

FREE DELIVERYnsie
Downtown On Yoitk 458 8476

fake Time To RememberMon - Wrd, Sat 9-5 ThuR - FrI 9-9
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The Present
Sx

by Niamb Keogh 'ta,

There was a sharp knock at the door, just been digging at the sides of the box. 
as I had fallen asleep. I pulled myself off the 

couch, breathing hard in the stifling heat, as slightest touch it rolled up into a caterpillar- lightning and with an explosion of pain, 
I sluggishly made my way to the door.

My doorstep was empty except for a unwind so I went to the couch for my coffee.

I had only turned away for a few seconds which must be when I hit my head.
I set the box on the table and returned to but when I glanced back, the finger had 

my coffee and the couch. Eyeing the box, I reached the lip of the box and was swaying 
lit my cigarette and flipped back to Oprah. precariously on its fingertip. The ring made

stamp on it, like I would a beetle or a spider. 
I reached in to pick it up, but at the But the finger lept from the floor like

like ball. I knew it needed a minute or so to buried itself deep into my left eye.
I screamed and I stumbled backwards,

Jur

brown-paper wrapped box. Hi

I w 
and 
I I 
mer 
the 
we]

I have told the nurse the story twice 
I could barely hear the scrabbling noise it very unstable. The finger hit the floor with already. She has changed the bandages on

my head and arms and the medicine has 
made me very drowsy. The finger is not 

It recovered even before I got there and here.

through Geraldo’s shouting. Mute. The a smack and I hurried back to make sure it 
scritch-scritch was clearer now, resembling was OK. 
rodent gnawing. I felt obliged to investigate.
With some trepidation and growing started to snake its way across my kitchen 

curiosity, I tore open the package. It was floor like an inch-worm on speed. I ran over, 
not the abandoned gerbil that I expected, and without a thought, raised my foot to 
but a long, pale, slender finger, complete with 

a ruby ring at the knuckle end. Or maybe 

garnet, it’s hard to tell. What fingernail it 
had was bitten straight to the quick, which 

must have been painful for it the way it had
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t r € We left the wedding dance 
& went out 
& sat in the car 
sharing a beer like 
naughty High Schoolers: 
taking swills & passing it 
with quick glances 
to maintain our cover.
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Wedding Night 
by André Robichaud

to
anc
anc
the
We
the

9 My Father, my Uncle Charlie 
& me trying to decide 
whether we were stooges 
or muskateers 
& bursting with joy 
over this meeting.
The rites of manhood 
& the Fountain of youth.
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r PfeRbrt  ̂ "Thmk Now „= go to Arieene

• . ... -y . *£-i ■ v' - V Moran who is live with one of the family
' member, of,he McD=e,ecrllt=,s„„itJ

- V jji “...In a fiery explosion early this morning. "Thank you, Ryan. As Jen mentioned,
*V'- '■ i ; r 1 ’ x4?Kt;’, T uX; Here’s Jen Forland who was live at the there were 25,000 individuals killed in the

T • ’’ scene,” the anchorman said over the view accident.The surviving family members of
..vSE ==r=en. those victim, sued ,he Canterbury Shuttle

• v ; 'V. V % •' - "Thank you, Ryan. This was the scene Enterprises for the forward thruster failure,
* V „ ’ • jflHBl ear,ier today a$ the Earth's planned and the Chaucer-Lawrence Corporation,the

r \ demolition went according to scheduled present owner of the planet. Both
■T/ schematicsAs anyone who hasn’t just been companies subsequently filed for bankruptcy £

L . / released from an iso-chamber could tell you, before either case could reach court. The
the Earth has been an uninhabitable waste companies’ holdings were investigated and
site for the last forty years. Cleanup was they were both found to be far in debt long
dubbed unfeasible two years ago and just before the incident. The families, unhappy
last October a motion was passed okaying
plans for its demolition. Along with Earth, compensation, then sued the rescue worker

h the solitary moon in its orbit was also operation which was forced to sell all their
demolished, preventing a possible spiral equipment and disband to pay the 250 billion
twards Mars and endangering still-existing dollar settlement the court awarded to the r
colonies there.The senate’s motion for the families. I am with Maurlne LaCroix, one of .^4 !

demolition was based heavjly upon the those family members. Mrs. LaCroix, how ' - » . ,
McDeere shuttle craft incidentflveyears ago do you feel about the earth’s demolition?" ’ * ,-£l; / x
in which 25,000 lifeformsf perished. A ‘Tm just happy that no one will ever have i ; j. : .

commonplace forward thruster failure had to suffer again because of that mudhole. 
prevented the craft from avoiding the Earth's H» ^
gravitational pull. No rescue mission was The man clicks off the view screen and •’ .>•< • . .
attempted, none were thought to have sits down at its front with a cuplbf Simul- -V

survived the sixteen hour grace period that coffee in his hand. His wifewalksm and asks, 
rescue operators allow themselves before “Anything important on the news?” 
an attempt into volatile atmospheres. Return 
to you Ryan.”
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Not looking up from his cup he answers, 
“Nope.”
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After the Senators finished raking the tobacco company 
executives over the coals, they started on Haagen Dazs.

June 19

Hi Mary,

I went to Pusan with my room-mate Saturday evening, 
and met a friend of ours who had gone down earlier. 
I probably told you I was going down there and 
mentioned I was going to get a tattoo. That was 
the plan, but we couldn’t find a tattoo place. Oh 
well, next time.

I had a good time there, though. There's a street 
in Pusan called Texas Street, and many foreigners 
hang out there, especially Russian sailors. Many 
of the store signs are in Russian, 
soldiers also frequent the area. There are a couple 
of nice-looking bars there, but even they are 
rather seedy. There are dancers on stage (in bikini- 
style costumes) every half hour or so. There are 
also prostitutes in these places, which leads me 
to an amusing story.
When the Hollywood Club closed at 3 a.m., we 

(and an American we met) were standing outside 
the club wondering what to do. A Russian sailor 
was also outside trying to bargain with à 
prostitute. She wanted w 400,000 but he would 
only offer her w 300,000. He was really getting 
on her nerves so we were going to get rid of him 
for her. I kept saying to him, “Sarong, no." 
(“love, no"). Finally, she told him to wait a 
minute and went inside the club. He hung out for 
a while, but she didn’t come out again. There was 
a woman cooking ham, egg, and cheese sandwiches 
across the road, so we took him over and got him 
to try one. He seemed pretty happy after that, 
and he hung out with us. We went to another bar 
and had a shot of whiskey, then we went searching 
the 24 hour stores for some "real’ Russian vodka. 
We found Alexander Russian vodka, but he said (in 
the very little English he knew) that it wasn’t 
the real stuff. After a while we went our separate 
ways .
The next day the three of us (from Taegu) went 

to Pusan tower and met a couple of guys from the 
Phillipines. We were talking to them for a while; 
they were quite nice. Then we walked through the 
fish market, which was pretty disgusting for the 
most part. We walked to the docks and looked for 
someone to take us around the harbour in a boat. 
We found two guys in a big open boat who, after a 
little arguing, decided to take us for w 3000 
each. We waited around for a while until another 
Korean man and two women jumped into the boat 
with some raw fish and soju (Korean alcohol). We 
started out, but he cut the motor after a short 
time and had a picnic time. I didn’t have any 
fish, but I had a shot of soju with them. We 
drifted into some big steel fishing boats after a 
while. We (the foreigners) had some worries about 
having to swim to shore, but the Koreans (despite 
being drunk) didn’t seem worried. I got out my 
Korean dictionary and asked them to “drive." We 
got safely around the harbour (and only had to 
yell at the driver once to avoid an oncoming 
boat) and said goodbye.
My only regret about the trip was that my 

companions (especially my room-mate) were often 
ignorant, and assuming that just because most 
people didn’t speak English (or only a little) 
they were simple and they often treated them that 
way. Sometimes they were insulting in their ‘play.’ 
No wonder foreigners are often despised in foreign 
countries.

American

Mother Tongue
Emine Sevgi Ôzdama 
translated by Craig Thomas 
157 pp. Coach House 
Press, Toronto

attracted by the theatre charwoman at the Berliner 
ensemble's reputation for Ensemble, 
producing agitprop theatre,
because the company was linked impression of how the ability to 
with the radical playwright communicate is taken for

granted unless total immersion 
Ozdamar's experiences in into a new language, and culture, 

Germany have been effected by makes it difficuIt--if not 
the rise of xenophobic violence impossib!e--to cope with social 

Mother Tongue is one of a series during the 80s and 90s, much of interaction. The veneer of social 
of books by international authors it directed against Germany's 
recently put out by Couch House Turkish migrant workers.
Press (other authors include

The style gives a vivid

■ Brecht.

review by Mimi Cormier

norms accepted without 
question in one's native country 

In 1991, she was awarded the become threatening in a new 
Liliana Heker and Marco prestigious Ingeborg Bachmann place. The immigrant learns 
Denevi). The editor of this series, Prize, the German equivalent of what it is to be continually 
Alberto Manguel, introduces the English Booker Prize, misunderstood and even to be

However, many German suspect, 
critics emphasized that The sense of loss and self- 
Ôzdamar was not a deception resulting from the 
German writer, but a acquisition of a new language is 
foreigner writing in another theme explored by 
German, at the same Ôzdamar. In "Mother Tongue" 
time praising her the speaker observes, "A tongue 
achievement. Ôzdamar has no bones: twist it in any 
views such patronising, direction and it will turn that 
double-edged attitudes way." She later recalls a story 

I with contempt, saying, told to her by a neighbour in 
I “I was accepted, but Turkey about a young man hung 

>‘| merely as a "guest- for anarchy: "These sentences,
said by the mother of a hanged 

Dislocation pervades man, I can only remember them 
I Mother Tongue, a book as if she had said the words in 
I that self-consciously German."
I pulls apart conventional The one sticking point I found 
I forms and genres. It is with this book is the flip side of 
I divided into four its strength: Ozdamar's 

"stories," containing imaginative mixing of languages, 
what appears to be Ozdamar's occasionally 
fiction (particularly the impenetrable prose style makes 

Turkish Germany), mixed with Mother Tongue challenging 
autobiographical elements, reading.
Ôzdamar has stated that each While some of the social and

"z1- ....................... . » .. -, X «»,

; M I M E SEVGI .M ____ v. j
.

MAR1 Z O A

V iiw
!>

writer."

each series author to the English- 
language readership with a 
biographical sketch included as 
an afterward.

Ozdamar's moved to Germany 
as a young woman from her 
native Turkey to work with 
Berlin's Berliner Ensemble. A 
Communist, Ôzdamar was

story can also be read for the political context is undoubtedly 
stage. "A Charwoman's Career lost on this side of the Atlantic, 
/ Memories of Germany” is we have seen and heard enough 
spoken from the perspective of of current xenophobia to make 
a young Turkish migrant to it worthwhile to open our minds 
Germany who works as a to Mother Tongue .

Bridge by W.T. Watson

The answer to last week's bridge must start at a book which is 6 suit, but you must set up your 
quiz: with hearts as trump, North tricks. For example, a bid of 2 Vs long suit before they do. 
and South will win 8 tricks. by South means that he will take Well, the hand below is the 

In playing the hand, South will eight tricks with hearts as trump, same as last week and South can
be declarer and uses both his The eight tricks is the basic book make 8 tricks with hearts as 
hand and his partner's hand, of six plus the bid of two.
Once West makes the opening

trump. However, what happens 
What happens if there are no if East has the opening lead in 

lead, North (the dummy) will trumps? Nobody can ruff in no trump? The answer will be 
place all of his cards face up on when they run out of your long discussed next week, 
the table. He keeps quiet while 
his partner plays. The first thing 
South does is to count his losers. North

He has 0 spade losers (but has 
to trump one in the dummy), 0, 
1 or 2 trump losers, 2 diamond 
losers and 1 club loser. Where 
the trumps actually lie, South can 
make eight tricks.

Last week was the first bridge 
lesson, introducing some of the 
basic mechanics of bridge. If you 
know how to play whist, you 
would have recognized last 
week's mechanics as the rules of 
whist. This is true; after all, whist 
is just bridge without the bidding.

Bidding is the process by which 
partners decide how many tricks 
they can take and what trump 
they should set if any at all. 
However, when people bid they

* 8

' <2 T 9 6 4
West

0 T 9 5 3
♦ Q 9 5

* A T 7 4
<2 K J 3

East
» K Q 8

* J T 7 6 3 2
♦ J 852

<2
South

0 A 764
* A K 4

* K 6 3
<2 A Q 8 7 5 2

0 J 2

* Q 9
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1 SI Student Union Pase>
1i

i

:

It's Here!! Position for 
VP External 

vacant. 
Interested?

I

$£8*1995/96
A^Telephone Directory

s Free to all full-time undergrads 
Available now in the Help Centre

You can apply with résumé and 
cover letter at the UNB Student 
Union Main Office, room 126 
SUB, before 4:30p.m. Tuesday 

November 14,1995. Any 
questions? Call the Student 

Union @ 453-4955

^■usesoss KZAjrr»
AVAILABLE Rm. 126 SUB

PLEASE «ONE & 
PICK THEN UP

R

Frontier College: 
STUDENTS FOR LITERACY 

@ UNB/STU
Meeting MON, NOV 13, 95 

Rm. 203, SUB @ 5:30pm 
Questions: Call Pam/Joan:- 

454-8905 
or E-mail Gina 

STU LIT(5)StthomasU.ca

ACTIVITIES MEETING
@ 3:00 PM FRIDAY 10th NOVEMBER 

RM. 203 SUB 
ALL ARE WELCOME !!

HAVE YOUR SAY IN WHAT 
ENTERTAINMENT YOU WOULD 

LIKE TO SEE ON CAMPUS

HOWDY!
We're your Students at Large for 

the 95-96 school year. What 
the hell doStudents at Large 

do? Well that hasn't really been 
defined yet but we're going to 

make an attempt at it!
First of all this S.A.L's Column 
(Student at large for those who 
havn'tfigured it out yet) is for 

all you students with grievences, 
Since 'WE', (Rodney & Anoushka) 
don't have a chance to meet you 

all & hear your probs - 
write and let us know!! 

Think of us as your eyes and ears. 
We'll try to clarify what you 

don't understand, know, 
whatever-

We just want you to know
we're here for you!!!

E-mail or Call 
Rodney @ F8YS@unb.ca 

455-0436
Anoushka @ G78n@unb.ca 

455-7748

ORfiOTATXCW
1116

GENERAL MEETING:
7:00 N105

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 12th 
ALL ARE WELCOME
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For Complete Varsity Reds Coverage

Field Hockey

V-Reds finish 4th in Canada0

Five players named to All-Canadian teams
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK |

Charla Currie, Field Hockey
by Peter J. Cullen 
Brunswickan Sports

{

After attending the CIAU tournament in 
Toronto this past weekend and competing 
against the best teams Canada has to offer, 
the Varsity Reds field hockey team returned 
home bereft of medals. But despite the 
disappointing end to such an excellent year, 
UNB still boasts extraordinary individual 
accomplishments, a flawless regular season 
record and an amazing spirit that exists both 
on and off the field.

UNB's female athlete of the week is Charla Currie from the 
Varsity Reds field hockey team. The UNB co-captain from 
Summerside, PEI, was named to the CIAU All Canadian 1st 
team and the CIAU All Tournament XI team. Charla scored 
the winning goal in UNB's win against Waterloo to advance 
to the semi-finals. "Charla had an outstanding tournament. 
She firmly established herself as one of the premier players 
in the CIAU," stated coach Stacey Bean. UNB finished in 
fourth position in the six team tournament.

I A.
Vand

dent .
L

s:';126 W t /
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>day Jeff Andrews, Hockey As the league leaders in the AUAA, the V- 
Reds were seeded fourth in the national 
championships. With one victory and three 
losses, the women hit that designated mark 
in the six team tourney hosted in Toronto’s 
frigid Lamport Stadium. “When it comes to 
CIs the team that gets the break is the team 
who wins the game. We had a tough time 
getting a break," stated Coach Stacey Bean. 
“It started when Kim Richard went down with 
a knee injury ... The knee damage was more 
serious than had been suspected so she 
couldn’t play at all. She's one of our top three 
players right there.” Bean also pointed out 
that UNB’s mistakes over the weekend were 
more profound with the elevated competition 
at the national level: “We have three, four, 
maybe five lapses throughout the game... and 
in this type of tournament [if] you have those 
types of lapses, they’ll cost you.” In addition, 
it was obvious the V-Reds were not entirely 
comfortable on Lamport’s artificial turf.

UNB's male athlete of the week is Jeff Andrews of the Varsity 
Reds hockey team. Jeff is from Oshawa, Ontario and is a 
first year BBA student. This past weekend UNB was defeated 
by Dal 6-3 and beat Acadia 5-4. Jeff scored a goal against 
Dalhousie and went on to score two goals and an assist in 
their win over Acadia on Sunday.

y MÊsm
;nt Despite their efforts, UNB ultimately lost their bid for the bronze.

Photo by Judson Delong
experienced throughout their dream season: 
losing. The University of Victoria, last year's 
champions, and the University of British 
Columbia repeatedly denied UNB from 
storming the offensive zone. Both teams’ 
short, crisp passes and their ability to shut 
down UNB’s clearing attempts resulted in 
shutout victories for the British Columbian 
teams. Perhaps the largest factor in UNB’s 
defeats was the playing field surface. The 
other conferences play their regular season 
games on artificial turf, the same terrain that 
exists within Lamport Stadium. Throughout 
the 3-0 loss to UBC and the 6-0 drubbing 
against UVic, it was apparent that the V-Reds 
had difficulty accustoming themselves to the 
playing surface. The ball often hopped over 
their sticks and rolled out of bounds. The 
penalty corner passes also posed a problem 
as several attempts were thwarted by the 
bouncing ball. Bean denoted the lack of turf 
practice as rather significant: "Our girls 
played really well. They just need more turf 
time, and that’s all it comes down to... It’s a 
concern of mine, certainly. I just have to think 
of a way that we can get more turf time [next 
year]. But we played as well as we could have 
under the circumstances."

demonstrated through her aggressive play 
why she is possibly the best defensive 
player among university athletes.RESULTS

UNB dominated the second half with 
much stronger offensive vitality. Shonaugh 
Coles continuously established herself on 
offence, and assisted in providing several 
scoring opportunities. Stacey Goguen’s 
defensive prowess also factored greatly as she 
stripped the ball from the opposition a 
number of times throughout the tournament. 
But UNB’s top two goal scorers teamed up 
to score at the 17 minute mark. Capitalizing 
on one of the squad’s few penalty corners, 
Dianne Rogers set the ball for Currie, who 
in turn blasted a shot towards the Waterloo 
goalkeeper. The echo from the ball pounding 
the back of the net resounded throughout 
the stadium. The Athenas remained 
persistent for the rest of the contest, 
constantly challenging Harris' skill. In the last 
minute of play Waterloo stormed into UNB 
territory and directed a close shot towards 
the V-Reds net, only to be kicked away 
defiantly off Harris’ right pad to preserve the

Field Hockey - CIAU
UNB-l, Waterloo-0 
UBC-3, UNB-0 
UVic-6, UNB-0 
UofT-2, UNB-l

ACY

Men's Soccer - AUAA
UNB-3, SMU-2 (semi-final)
Dal-1, UNB-0 (final)

5, 95
Ipm

Women's Soccer - AUAA
PEI—2, UNB-l (quarter-final)

Women's Cross Country - AUAA
Dal-29
UNB-53
StFX-73
UdeM-88

>an:- In their first match of the tourney, UNB 
conquered the University of Waterloo 
Athenas 1-0. Throughout much of the first 
half Waterloo seemed to control the game 
tempo as the majority of the first 35 
minutes were played out in UNB’s 
defensive zone. However, the Athenas were 
denied any points because of the 
formidable net presence of goalkeeper 
Krista Harris, and the defensive 
determination of Charla Currie. Harris 
stood stoic during the flurry of offensive 
attacks by Waterloo, while Currie

-------- Men's Soccer--------------

J.ca
Men's Cross Country - AUAA

Dal-37
MUN-40
UNB-68
UdeM-86

■ win.

But UNB encountered something in the 
following two games that they had never Continued on page 18

Soccer Reds robbed of crownHockey
Dal-6, UNB-3 
UNB-5, Acadia-4

by Murray Thorpe 
Brunswickan Sports

The games were played on Edel grass, harder. Rugs burns and sore hips may
an artificial akin to Astroturf. Only result from sliding on the turf.
Dalhousie and St. Marys have such pitches.Women's Volleyball

UNB-3, SMU-2 
SMU-3, UNB-l

The first game, on November 4, against St. 
The Men s AUAA soccer championships were The advantages of artificial turf is that it Mary’s was a see-saw affair that went back
held this past weekend at Dalhousie. The drains well, the bounces are predictable and forth with UNB eventually taking
Varsity Reds beat SMU (the one in Halifax not and the ball runs true. This results in a Coach Brown figured, “SMU thought they had
Dallas) in the first game 3-2 and then played faster game and favours those teams with it won when they went up 2-1 in the second
to a 1-0 loss to Dalhousie in the final. When the finesse players. The drawbacks are that half." But UNB fought back and their efforts
asked about the weekend, Coach Gary Brown “through balls” get away and are harder resulted in the win.
said, “we were all healthy and you have to 
play like champions to win.”

1.
over.

J. FIXTURES

Men's Basketball
November 10 @ UNB Invitational - Aitken Centre 
November 11 @ UNB Invitational - Aitken Centre 
November 12 @ UNB Invitational - Aitken Centre

to track down by the player on the 
receiving end of the pass and tackling is Continued on page 18

v? /e ^y-aj/tior)Women's Basketball In the heart of Downtown Fredericton, and only steps away from 
the university campus. Kings Place has everything you need under 
one roof. Visit the specialty stores, gift boutiques, restaurants and 
services of Kings Place. From pharmacy to bank, sporting goods 
to fashion, rediscover shopping in the heart of the Downtown. 
With convenient free parking all day 
Saturday in our covered garage, Kings 
Place truly is shopping made simple.

th November 10 @ DAL Tourney 
November 11 @ DAL Tourney

/f C7r//j■oWomen's Volleyball
November 15 @ Main Gym (7:30 p.m.) vs. MtA

M-W 9-5:30 
Th-F 9-9 
SAT 9-5S/e 0£oo(/ y

DOWNTOWN FREDERICTONHockey
November 15 @ Aitken Centre (7:30 p.m.) vs.STU UNB Invitational Basketball Tournament (Friday - Sunday) at the BUC
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Women's Soccer Women's Volleyball

Tough end to 1st Year at AUAAs V-Reds split with SMU I
by Murray Thorpe 

Brunswickan Sports
smallness of the field made it difficult soccer all-star team including Miles by Maria Paisley

to establish a passing game.” PEI had Pinsent as coach of the year. Nina Brunswickan Sports
of course the same problems, but, on Brokopp and Bea Scholten, neither of

This last weekend, the women’s Varsity this day, the ball bounced their way. 

soccer team travelled to Wolfville, Nova 

Scotia, for the AUAA soccer champion- for UNB. It was a shot from far out that and midfielder respectively. Leslie

ships. Their tournament ended abruptly went in because of the rain. UNB trailed Hachey was named to the team

with a 2-1 loss to PEI.

bwhom will be back next year, were It was a rough start for the Varsity Reds 

Katie Black scored the lone marker named to the all-star team as a defender women’s volleyball team. B
UNB began their regular season at

Itas a home splitting a pair with a strong 
2-1 at the half. Coach Pinsent when striker. Leslie Hachey was also chosen blocking and digging team from St.

Mary’s. The Reds began with a 3-2 win 

In the AUAA tournament, Dalhousie on Saturday downing the SMU Hukies

b

tlIn their first year as a Varsity team, asked to comment on his players, said as a 2nd team All-Canadian, 

the Reds placed fourth in the regular “it was one of those days." He further 

season to qualify for the playoffs. For added that, “the girls never got their won the championship with a semifinal

the AUAA championships, the Reds were game established. They were trying win over St. Francis Xavier 1-0, settled

seeded fourth behind Dal and Acadia.

y
b15-10,9-15,15-11,8-15,16-14. 

Chantal Martin led the Reds with 26
fthard and it was just not coming to- by a shoot-out and then 1-0 over Acadia kills and five stuffblocks. Gail Toner had

in the final. Dalhousie advances to the nine kills and Rachael Gordon had eight 

When asked to sum up the entire sea- CIAU championships at Carleton Uni- kill and three service aces. Martin was

named AUAA Player of the Match for her

clDuring the season, they met PEI twice gether for us.” 

with one win and one tie. On this day,

in the quarterfinals, however, it was the son, Coach Pinsent said, “we have a lot versity, November 9-11.

Panthers' turn. The field conditions to be proud of over the season." “I In the off season, the team will start efforts.

were less than ideal because of the in- thought at times, we played some good indoor training in about a month. Miles The Huskies proved to be a stronger

clement conditions. In fact, the field soccer and the girls worked hard for the Pinsent is organizing an indoor league team on Sunday with their blocking and

where the game was supposed to take entire season. I also remember the last for women from the Fredericton area, digging. SMU rebounded and downed

place, was so swamped that the game two games of the season which were This will involve four or five indoor tour- the Reds 12-15, 12-15, 16-14, and 10- on Wednesday night in the Pit.

had to be moved to an alternate field, losses. That kind of keeps things in per- naments. The fact that the Red’s season 15. The Reds next home game will be

ended with a disappointing loss, should The Reds who have been the AUAA Wednesday, November 15 at 7:30pm as

In addition to the good points men- not obscure a good season which Champs for the past two years are cur- they take on the Mt. A Mounties. This

was played. Coach Miles Pinsent sug- tioned by Coach Pinsent, the Reds had showed that women’s Varsity soccer at rently working to rebuild the team,

gested that, “Both the wetness and the four members on the AUAA women’s UNB is alive and well.

tl

p
s<

— - ; it* AM
iHKrs

$1Photo by Marla Paisley
tl

ai

P
which was noticeably smaller than the spective.” 

fields on which any regular season game
It

Awill be the Reds final home game for 

UNB and U de M went head to head this half of the season.
4 s

a
TField Hockey ends of the field. UNB rallied and team and had also previously claimed program that we could have players so 

promptly tied the game on a perfectly First Team All-Canadian status. Tammy highly ranked in a tournament like 

timed shot by Wight, past a sprawling Jewer was also elected as an All—

ti
from page 17 c

that,” stated Bean. Krista Harris 
Canadian along with CIAU Player of the garnished no awards, however - a true

Year, an award shared with a member shame considering her spectacular play.
The game see-sawed back and forth of the University of Toronto squad. “She’s a gamer. She knew she had a job

plav snapped out of their two game slump and throughout the rest of the match. Jewer was the epitome of the team’s to do when she got here and she did a
Lyk proceeded to endure an excellent game. However, with four minutes remaining dedication and determination great job," Bean said, praising her

KB- As in the flrst match against Waterloo, in the game the Varsity Blues slammed throughout the tourney. Pihatas are goalkeeper’s efforts.

■Fi* Currie enacted her great defence and the door on the V-Reds’ hopes for a struck less than Jewer, as she was

Harris knocked down two Toronto shots bronze medal. Toronto established continuously drilled by errant passes

early on. But the Vàrsity Blues managed themselves on offence, and because of during the four games. But she tournament, UNB did not produce the

t0 strike ear*y. scoring their first goal at the screen in front of the net the constantly bounced back to resume results expected of them. And with a

, V , the six minute mark. The early deficit did Toronto shot eluded Harris. The V- playing. Rogers, who erupted for five number of players graduating from the

not phase UNB as they evoked the spirit Reds’ medal chances were dashed as the goals in a single game against the

that helped dominate the regular season: game ended minutes later.

Currie and Coles visibly pestered the 

Toronto team as they seemed to be

tlpjpr However, UNB did qualify for the University of Toronto goalkeeper, 

bronze medal round versus the University 

of Toronto Varsity Blues. The V-Reds

fi
Y

vi

h

AImSSSgi |H al
Sporting a 1-3 record in the CIAU

B

VI

0

yteam this year, Bean should have a 
University of Prince Edward Island near greater challenge on her hands to capture 

the end of the season, and Jolene a medal. But with more turf practice, and 

However, UNB did not go home Bourgeois, the UNB squad’s Rookie of the CIAU experience already accumulated 
everywhere at once; Tammy Jewer and empty handed. Currie, perhaps the best the Year, were selected as Second Team by the younger players, the V-Reds should

Rebecca Wright were also prominent with defensive player of the tourney, was All-Canadians. “I think that’s just a still wield a strong, competitive spirit for

their all-around contributions on both appointed to the All Tournament XI tribute to them, to our team and to our

W

V-Reds attack on offence
Photo by Judson DeLong

next year’s AUAA season.
2

Men’s Soccer
from page 17

played defensively while in the second more top calibre soccer played on 'turf team came on strong at the end of last 11. The AUAA just recently announced its

45 minutes the situation was reversed, during the regular season. Coach year and continued through this year, all-stars. Paul Noble was league MVP and

UNB played excellent defence but had Brown’s comment of Green’s play was Having some players with an idea of Mike Green was named as the all-star

“Mike played brilliant. He is probably what the playoffs ...t e will help us team’s keeper. With the Reds' progress
Just when people were anticipating the best goal keeper I’ve seen, especially as we do it again next car.”

UNB’s goals were scored by Gray troubles putting the ball up-field.

Zurheide, Manias Mangberg and Tony

White. Coach Brown called Zurheide’s overtime, a Dalhousie player took the in covering crosses, ever in the AUAA.” 

goal a classic, “a world class goal that was ball up the length of the field from a

a cannon from 30 feet out. This impressed UNB throw-in deep in the Dal end and Brown said, “It was a very successful their academics with their own

the people so much that during the final let a shot go at Mike Green. The ball season, however, it was too short to tional fitness program as well as weight

game when he brought the ball down took a funny hop and banged off the mould this team further. I was pleased training and indoor soccer sessions. The

within scoring range, the crowd was quiet UNB keeper's shins over his head into with the team’s development. The last players all join an indoor soccer team

in anticipation. However, Gray was inches the net. Coach Brown said, “Mike said couple of years have been dry with re- as well as a team in the senior league in

wide of the net on that occasion. ” that he was not able to read the ball and

over the last two years, good things can 
The off-season for the UNB men’s be expected for next season.

When asked about the season, Coach soccer team will involve an emphasis on ;

COLLINS
PHARMACY

recrea-

.... £ Prescription
Depot

spect to getting into the playoffs. Al- the summer. Next year’s training camp
The final game, on November 5, was if he had the situation again, he would though we are losing 5 out of 11 play- starts after the Atlantic soccer finals on

against Dalhousie. This game was score- kick the ball away.” A decision of not ers including Gray Zurheide, there will the Labour Day weekend,

less for the first 89 minutes. In the first trying to trap a funny hop off of 'turf be enough players with a taste of the

half, UNB had scoring chances and Dal may have been easier to make with playoffs left for next year’s team. The pionships at Trois-Rivieres, November 9-

/

Now open at the Help 
Centre in the SUB

Dalhousie advances to the CIAU cham-

Colour 
Your Eyes

*5

Roasters
TINTED SOFT CONTACT LENSES 

FOR YOUR LIGHT EYES START YOUR DAY OFF RIGHT AT THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING!

OPEN 7:30 AM -3:00 PM MONDAY TO FRIDAY
%2 for 1

Includes iT
• Fitting • Dispersing • Follow-up care "" ^

• Warranty • Starter Solutions ^
CALL TODAY!

For a free demonstration
Offer expires Dec 15, 95 ^
(Some may

FROM 7:30 TO 8:00 AM 
ENJOY ANY SIZE COFFEE FOR ONL Y

.79 \

(gst extra)

"A GREAT CUPPA COFFEECONTACT LENS SPECIALIST
SUITE 504, 1015 REGENT STREET 
FREDERICTON MEDICAL CENTRE 458-0270

/
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— Swimming Hockey

Marty Laycock Let the battle beginflu t
I *w inWho’s he when he’s home? Brie

t
by Neil Duxbury 

Brunswickan Sports
V

;

n n nB in
«* te * :f l i t !» J w

by Michael J. Drost 

Brunswickan Sports
,

> iThe “Battle of the Hill” commences for 
real Wednesday night at the Aitken Uni- | 

versity Centre. The pre-season tussle 
was split 1-1 in a pair of bad tempered I 

games.
The teams enter the game at oppo

site ends of the MacAdam division;
UNB tied for the lead with UdeM and

'•h L I

It has been years since the AUAA 100m 
breaststroke record of 1:04:33 was even 
threatened. This record was set by last 
year’s swim coach, Andrew Cole, way 
back when he was attending University. 
“This record has not been challenged 
for several years; no one has really come 
close to touching it, until now!”, says 
this years coach Bob Connon. It ap
pears this years 18 year old swimming 
sensation, Marty Laycock, has the audac
ity to take on Cole’s record. “ I was

Air i iy-
t
9.’4 lMtA, each with 4 wins. Meanwhile STU 

share the basement with UPEI, two 
points behind.

If the game is anything like the 
shootout encounters, expect a hard 
fought, bad tempered game, with 
plenty of chances for the power play 
and penalty killing units to shine.

Assistant coach Shane Easter offered

I
%
. -,fmm"M

si;
speaking to Andrew the other day on 
the phone (As Andrew is in Calgary, as
an assistant coach for the 1996 Olym- Marty on his decision was a comment
pic Team), and he encouraged the chal- from this years coach Bob Connon: “ his view. ‘A lot of people say that it’ll end

The mens’ team are ranking fourth in up being a goaltending battle but if Frank
Marty, is the son of Maurice and the CIAU rankings at this point in the [LeBlanc] plays as well as he can and 

Anitra Laycock from Halifax, Nova year, 1 am very pleased with their effort." [Johnny] Lorenzo plays as well as he can

Marty believes with the hard the goaltending won’t be a factor, it Last weekend, the V-Reds, faced the matter with 39 seconds to spare. Goalie
ago with the club team, The Halifax workouts and coach Connon’s meticu- equals out.” Easter also picked a couple toughest test of their young season. The Frank LeBlanc had a significant role in
Trojans. Before coming to UNB, Marty lous work on his strokes, that he can of UNB rookies to watch out for “Jeff V-Reds edged the Acadia Axemen Sunday UNB’s win, their first in Wolfville in
travelled a bit with his swimming, as he most confidently achieve his goal for Andrews is playing well and Jason afternoon after a disappointing 6-3 loss about 10 years. LeBlanc turned away 49
churned the waters for Nova Scotia at this year, which is to shatter the 100m Campeau is due for a big game.” 
the Canada Games in 1995. Marty also Breaststroke record of former swimmer

Photo by Mike Dean /<y
Photos by Mike Dean and Kevin G. Porter.Pit.

Design by Neil Duxburyme will be 
17:30pm as 
inties. This 
e game for

lenge.”

V-Reds Dump Acadia 54
Scotia. He began swimming 13 years

; players so 
iment like 
>ta Harris 
ver-atrue 
acularplay. 
ic had a job 
d she did a 
aising her

to the Dal Tigers Saturday night. of 53 Acadia shots, compared to Trevor 
The V-Reds stung the Axemen for three Amundrud’s 21 saves for the Axemen,

found himself a lane in the finals at Andrew Cole. “I will also be concen- who like to work hard and give it their first period goals, two of them from “Right now Frank’s at the top of his
Youth Nationals, and then on to be a trating on the 200m breaststroke, the all.” STU will be without defenceman
very young semi-finalist at Nationals.

As for STU, “[they] have a lot of guys

rookie left wing Jeff Andrews sandwich- gat, .e. He played great against Acadia” 
200m IM, as well as the 400m 1M this Jason Hughes and may also miss ing Dax MacLean’s marker. Acadia commented assistant coach Easter.

Marty, a first year Business student, year. This team is a very hard working linemates Dave Gilmore Ryan Black, grabbed the lead 8.08 into the third af-
has found a place to crash this year at team, which I am glad to be part of."
Aikten House; where, no doubt he is

Despite taking a 2-0 lead Saturday
Gilmore and Black are out with inju- ter levelling the game in the second. Toby night, the V-Reds were unable to keep

In recent action, Marty left several ries while Hughes is missing the sec- Burkitt tied it up three minutes later, set- the Tigers at bay. Boland, Andrews and
able to enjoy the incredible entrees of swimmers eating his wake as he swept ond of four games for abusing StFX’s ting up a tense finish. With overtime Damien Bloye accounted for UNB’s
Beaver Foods. “I came to UNB for their gold in three events at the AUAA Steve Martell with a helmet. looming, Trevor Boland decided the tally,
very reputable swimming program, that Invitational Meet, taking the men’s 
coach Cole had built over the past few 400m IM, the 200m Breast, and the 
years,” says Laycock. Also to reaffirm 100m Breaststroke.

i the CIAU 
roduce the 
And with a 
tg from the 
uld have a 
Is to capture 
factice, and 
ccumulated 
Reds should 
ve spirit for

[15th September - Aitken University Centre - 7.30pm )

D
*

nounced its 
je MVP and 
the all-star 
Is’ progress 
I things can

Starters
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread with cheese 
BRUSCHETTA
Pastry Wrapped Cheddar Sticks 
Deep Fried Ravioli 
Pizza Fingers
Personal Pizza (cheese & pepperoni) 
Shrimp Delight

0m. mr sil
I$3.25 IS - r

$3.95 I* ■ -$4.95IS $4.95 *

ICY fc,
$4.95

*_ ?
$5.95

)tion $5.95
________$6.95

ot Obsessed? So are We!
Your Siena Designs And Gore-Tex* Headquarters

V OUTER WEAR *

Salads
lelp Garden Salad 

Caesar Salad 
Shrimp Caesar

$3.95
IB $5.45

$6.95

You'll never find two /ÆÊÈÈb^ Gore Tex® fabrics, Sierra

companies more obsessed Designs brings you versatile
with the perfection of their outerwear guaranteed to
products than the keep you warm and dry no
manufacturers of Sierra Designs^Hj^matter what your obsession is. So 

clothing and Gore Tex® outerwear. ^ come on in and check out our large 
Together they have spared no selection of Sierra Designs
detail to ensure a new jackets, parkas, pants and
dimension in Quality, Comfort^ ■ much more. They bring you 
and Function. From the W ■ quality with versatility and we
superb functional detailing to f Ar 1 bring you selection with 
the matchless technology of f ’ incredible value

SIERRA
[designs

Sandwiches
VEAL OR CHICKEN PARMESAN 
VEAL OR CHICKEN MILANESE

$7.25
$7.25

Pasta's / Dinners
NG! Lunch

$6.95
Dinner
$9.45RAVOLI WITH MEAT SAUCE 

VEGETABLE STUFFED TORTELUNI 
CHICKEN STUFFED TORTELUNI 
LASAGNA (MEAT)
PENNE WITH BROILED CHICKEN 
CHICKEN OR SHRIMP FETUCCINE ALFREDO $6.95 
SPAGHETTI

$6.95 $9.45
\Y $6.95 $9.45

$6.95 $9.45
$6.75 $8.95

$9.45
$6.75 $8.95

add meatballs 
CHICKEN STIR FRY 
STUFFED PASTA ROLLS 
CHICKEN OR VEAL PARMESAN

$1.25 $2.00
Sierra Designs ... Protection from the Elements

We Pay The Taxes, On all Outerwear
386 Queen Street (across from city hall) 

459-3478

$10.45
$9.45

0I I$10.45

458-5636
UMwt

KINGS PLACE NOW OPEN SUNDAYS!

>
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To all Graduate Students.
The October 31st general meeting was a historic event for the GSA. In the history of the GSA, there has never been 
such a large percentage of full-time graduate students participating in any general meeting. Although the meeting did 
not go as smoothly as planned, the GSA executives are excited about the huge turnout and believed that this is the 
first step in improving communication with the graduate students that the GSA represents.

In that meeting, we learned that some of our policies were not well understood by most graduate students. This 
eventually led to confusion when we tried to make changes. In order to clear confusion, we have scheduled another 
general meeting (on November 14 from 1.30pm to 2.30pm in room GC127, Head Hall) where we will summarize the 
changes made in the last meeting, as well as the rationale behind the changes.

We would also like to use this meeting to discuss the current status of the grad house and the new Social Club policy. 
Most importantly, we would like to hear more suggestions and comments from our members. The proposed agenda 
of this meeting can be found in the November 10th issue of The Brunswickan.
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by Sam Morgan
not really Brunswickan Sports

don't have a remote control. The Re-
Sincerely, 

GSA Executives
mote control is surely your best friend. 
Touch it, caress it's tender digits and an 

Stepping In, Spam My Ass is going to orgy of viewing pleasure is yours. If you
be a whenever tirade about being in- take care of your buttons, your buttons
side because you hate the outdoors and will take care of you. I prefer one of
you're too damn lazy to get the hell out. those universal remotes that way I can
This is a long sped about the virtues of keep the VCR and TV in line and at my 
being lazy, exceptionally lazy, angry and command. I once used one of those ole
apathetic. The bones of these upcom- bulky clickers with the wire hooked up 
ing articles is to end the nose bleeds of to the back of the TV and the big clunky
these health nuts. "Oh, I wanna go out- buttons. Every time I'd turn the chan
ge, Til get healthy." No you won't net, you'd hear Clunchk! It sounded like
you'll probably drop dead from all the me when I was a kid and I kept falling
second hand smoke and some of those down all the time smashing my head
natural herbs you've been usin'.

Yeah, yeah since all you outdoor en
thusiasts get your health kick in the ass thing in your living room, your TV.
most every week, we figured that the That's right, friend to millions and foe
lazy bastards of UNB are being missed to outsiders. The TV is the only inter-
in the process. People who ride their action I need with the real world. If that
bikes to school in 30 below in a million crap I hear and see Dan Rather spew is 
feet of snow, grab my attention too. the real world give me Gilligan any day.
Usually because they're the first ones I like a fairsized TV A 24" usually does 
to end up dead of hypothermia or fro- me just right. I'd twist the head off a 
zen brains. I'd rather wait and relax for Barbie doll if anybody tried to make 
death. Maybe I'd rather face death me watch a black and white TV. The 
bravely with a ding-dong in one hand whole idea of watching the Smurfs in 
and a cold frosty glass of Tang in the hues of grey makes the show so damn
other. Healthy bodies can die their way, confusing, 
us pigs can die our way.

XX oss/ ^ into the linoleum floors at home. StudentsLet's not forget the most important

SAVE
40% A

}On any economy 
seat, anywhere, any time. 

It’s easier than ever. Â 6436 6*36
No hassles, no more advance i

purchase requirements, no 

more blackout periods, 

no more sold out seats.

Lots of comfort, conve- 

nience, and savings.

Any full-time student 

with an International —

Student Identity Card 

(ISIC) can save 40% 

with VIA Rail, begin

ning October 29. No 

need to wait, take a 

look at the train today!

Now get the hell out of my kitchen.
Since it's sort of recreational for un- No just jokin'. 1 like a little culture to

ambitious, I've been dumped in Sports, my meals while laying motionless in
Besides it's great space filler and be- front of my magic box, 1 love those
cause I figure it's high time we have Humpty Dumpty Santa Fe Mexitos. The
Campus UnRecreation, no not gamers, putrid smell drives people away in
I admire gamers, they never go outside, droves. Here's a an inside tip. Chew
They're always flipping down their some of those buggers and ask some-
Dingus Eggs or tapping their mana. You one to come over and talk. Well, talk 
gotta admire that.

We all know what it's like to be home Here's a hot and hurried example of a
sitting on our fat asses watching Rikki hectic hurricane of heat. Make sure to
Lake lament about men who suck or stress the H's for added effect.
ER, which sucks. Anyway I figure this 
week, I'll tell you all the great living Halloween peanut buttery candies,
room equipment and chow you need You'll be like a train after you're done
in order to make any extended period with all that chew-chew chewing. Bad
of laziness worth your while.

9.......... 'X, '

a■x> %

cv- 1 ; ,11

*1*"A s
7

iabout anything that has a lot of H's.
.* . :i

< «
.* -•

j
Another good bit of chow is those » It «

■'6lf%
:LJ

-------*“■«**—
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. June 26, J.97S
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Pun but lying around all day affords you
The first thing you need is a good the opportunity to think of all sorts of 

couch. I find the best couch that works bad stuff, 
best for my distended body usually is Anyway,maybe the next time,I'll
about 6 and some feet long and 2 feet talk about the great sport- 
wide. This way, 1 can stretch and undo ing event of Pogs. It's sort
my belt buckle at the same time with- of like legalized gam- 
out missing the Jeffersons or Jetsons... bling for kids and it 
the ones that live in the high rise. I also keeps them inside, 
don't have my legs hanging over the 
edge of the damn thing and cutting the 
circulation off my legs. There's nothing 
worse than nature calling and you keep 
falling.

Next you have to make sure your 
couch complements your wardrobe. Af
ter all, like a chameleon you'll be able 
to blend in with the couch's pattern and 
strategically hide from people who 
might want you to work. The popular 
choices of couches seem to be plaid 
blue and green ones from your 
Grandpa's Huntin' Shed or crap. They 
have the uncanny ability to accent the 
plaid wearing lazy-assed people.

Let me tell you about my couch. My 
couch, well my girlfriend's, is almost 
seven feet long, itchy green and straight 
from a Welcome Back, Kotter Yard Sale.
It’s narrow but it serves a purpose. I 
don't know where the thing actually 
came from but it's great for lying around 
on with no ambition or any inclination 
to do anything.

You can't live on the couch if you

!

% r*\h 1

\ x
• •i 1i

lU i

The ISIC, the OUG and Only card you’ll need.
In addition to 40% off any economy seat, anywhere, anytime with VIA Rail, 
an ISIC can save you hundreds of dollars 
to museums and cultural attractions, and a whole host of other valuable 
products and services across Canada and around the world.

' « on accommodation, admissions

COLLINS
PHARMACY
. i Prescription 

Depot

Drop by the ISIC issuing 
agent nearest you to find 
out more. Don’t forget to 
bring your valid student 
card to prove you're a 
full-time student.

esiRM/ELCUTS
HVOWSES CAMPUS um
Travel CUTS
University of New Brunswick 
Student Union Building 
453-4850

1-800 561-3952

Now open at the Help 
Centre in the SUB
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The Holiday season is quickly 

approaching and the UNB Bookstore 
would like to give its customers an early 

Christmas treat
been 

lg did 
is the

NO GST. This 
[Other 

ze the

olicy.

>enda
/

'7On UNB or STU clothing 
purchased during 

November 10th thru December 1st

/
m: ' ,1 s/

\é \

V J/
/?

a «
X
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SUmOmeSMlS
THVR5DAY!

Bring Your Whole House! ! Drink Specials During

Competitor! Time!!
Party Une 450-1230 Great Specials All Night Long!

VAiCheck out 
the UNB 
Bookstore .<<

V'IJrfàS
V

{

University Bookstore
Store Hours: 9:00a.m. to 4:30p.m. 

Monday - Fridayl
Visa and Mastercard accepted

r vMILtVrK p)1 | (4i||g n i « ilt/ L.. r H nif/>
t . Ix-::x I7 § I

/ p§
I

, / /1
- Large selection of tropical - Reptiles, Snakes & Small 

freshwater & saltwater fish animals
- Live aquatic plants
- Full line of aquarium & 

accessories
- Puppies & Kittens

* SEE US FOR DAILY, WEEKLY & MONTHLY SPECIALS

You ore invited to enter our 
CHRISTMAS Lucky Droui. 

See store clerk for detoils

- Full line of pet supplies
- Cat & Dog food
- Bulk pet food (for birds & 

small animals)

K
■I

*

fiI For the joy pets bring 
JOIN OUA r— 
VJ.P.CLUB ~ ^

'Z&rXIiA
\r " >
ŸCÜ J.\As a V.I.P. Member, you will be receiving

additional SAVINGS of up to 20% on selected 
regular low prices! These extra savings are 

passed exclusively to you our V. I P. Members.

(VERY IMPORTANT PET)

1

3n*prïTT~
ValuAQUAR'U» Wluco at

EJ69.1 7

* \ ST pRlZE 
35GALAgUAR,UM

1 5*.

Valued at 

$25j.7q = 2nd prize
/# 2Q ba V I AguAn,UM J3

Valued at

$i^s.9ai*.: !5 Pet n asDunDonald St

4SI-0707148 Dundonold St.V/SA
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Classifieds
------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- November 10 • 1995
Classifieds are a free service provided to the students and faculty of UNB. 
Classifieds must contain your name, student/faculty number, no more than 
30 words and must be signed.

The Brunswickan reserves the right to ask for identification.
Submissions hot necessarily guaranteed publication.

Novt.

4l111-

EXSSK3DÛ1jQ@§ M@®U)
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To sublet: 1/3 apartment (basement) MacKenzie House raised over $700 for 
required, good condition. Call 457- $290 (negotiable) Everything included: the Fredericton Boys and Girls Club 
0848 heat & tights, cable, washer & dryer, Many thanks to the City of Fredericton

cooking utensils & fully furnished. Kent Building Supplies, the University 
Located on Canterbury drive, only 8 of New Brunswick, Mail Boxes etc... and

One modem at a fair price. Call 455- minutes walk from campus. For more the generous people of Fredericton for
7938 ——. making this year’s fund-raiser

FOR SALE: underneath, new mattress/box spring. Looking to buy a single futon, frame not
Queen size waterbed, will deliver. Asking $80. AskforChrisy of Mike.
Asking $100. Phone 455-1897.

The S, 
featuri 
Moral, 
Markei 
Ticket! 
and T

Buy/Sell/Trade

IBM, SNES, Sega Games, 
CD's & Stereo Equipment

Digital World
455-2274

1985 Honda 250 SX three wheeler, 

reverse, trailer hitch, asking $1450. 
Phone 455-1897.

WANTED:

Be Pn 
St. Joh 
course 
8:30 a.

a great
success.
Thank you, Jamie Baker, MacKenzie 
House Treasurer and co-chair of “Leaf 
Rake ’95!”

Room for rent, 3 minutes from campus, 
4 SALE: IBM PS2 Notebook computer, shared living room, kitchen , bath, 
asking $1000 (negotiable); star dot washer & dryer available. Cable & 
matrix printer, asking $125; the phone hook-up in room. Female 
princeton review —cracking the G RE preferred. If interested call between 5- 
1995 Edition, asking $15. If interested 7 p.m. and ask for Jennifer C. @ 454- 
call Lynne at 451-9691

ALL YOU CAN HANDLE!Michèle's WilEARN $8000 AS A SUMMER MANAGER 
FOR COLLEGE PRO IN 159t

Glin real-life skills and valuable expedites naming 
yea» own business. The deadlines for tins round of 

interviewais October27,1995.

Applications available at your student employment 
centre or fax resume to: (902) 443-4448 . y- 

College Pro Jr

V

forest ; 
hikers, 
needec 
The co 
hook ii

Bilingual Word 
Processing

7639.jgj Services
'■'âg Résumés, reports, 
k/W essays, typesetting, etc

Thi
your s|D&D COMPUSERVICES

Paper, Résumés, Overheads 
For Fast, Reliable Word Processing 

Dont Hesitate, Call Debra!!
Tel. 474-0503

60 PfQtriT St. 
^ 450-6195

Need extra cash? i
The<
Mem
Rabi
Cent
3:00!

Do you like kids? 
On or off campus, you 
should register with

iTel. 472-9074 details call 455-9986 ask for Mark or 1- 
506-386-7052 ask for Joey or leave a 
message for me to get back to you.BABYSITTERA Commodore PT 10 with 20 M Hard 

drive, 4 M RAM, DOS 5.0, 5 1/4" drive.
2400 Baud Modem, WordPerfect 5.0 for 
DOS. Several games. Mouse, mouse 
pad. Comit and Quicklink modem 

programs. 1001 PC hints & tips. Anti- 
virus software. 6 blank disks. Perfect 
for word-processing. $300. Also 
another computer, many manuals, FOR SALE: 1987 Nissan SentraXE, great 
mouse, colour monitor, 3 1/2" & 5 1/4" shaF>e. Need money for school so I must 
drives, 20 M hard drive, 4 M RAM, 10-5 seU- Asking $2200. Call 459-5510 ask
1/4" disks and 15-31/2" disks. $350. Call f°r Christine.

455-6957 or email X3E1

T-Shirts* 
Posters • 

New .& used cd's •
BROKERS
455-SITT

$20.00 to register to 
invest in your future!

SUppi
ROOM FOR RENT:

$290 / month heat & electricity included. 
Located less than 5 min. from campus; 
690 Gregg Ct. Phone 459-1842 ask for

Need a ride to Meductic (Below 
Woodstock) on week-ends. Call Aaron 
at 457-1577.

Beam 
St. Joh 
Saturd

LOST:
Looking for a ride from North end of Black Back pack with notes, textbooks, 

1 Room for rent on Sheffield Court 0 Margaret Bnd8e t0 Head Hal1 calculator, etc., etc. Would really like to
minutes walking distance to camps’it for8:30amdasses- Please contact Joe get it back before exams! A cash reward

is cosy an d very clean. Must be a non- * 4574122 °r @ unb ca 

smoker, quiet, responsible and mature.
It is a non-party place. Rent in $300 per 
month, all included except phone. Call 
454-1875.

ThiPaul.
and pi 
emerg< 
Kids ar 
Safe, H 
The d< 
your $[

could be in order: If found call Greg at 
455-6655.

WANTED - Drive to Montreal for the
READl 
Visiting 
one of
a) Hegi
b) Kam 
Those i 
Philosc 
to orde 
possibl

“Ramones” Concert November 28/95. My dearest Rugaju. 
Please call Janellè @ 451-0995.____  FOR SALE: one matching triple dresser

RESEARCH INFORMATION Wi,b mirror' bead board and 2 night
LargestUbrary of information In U.S.- tables with lights. $250. One small

at subjects kitchen table and two chairs $75. Call
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

452-7674 (leave message).

A day you'll always remember/ Hope you 
have a great birthday.

Love, Sweet ThingPERSONALSNOVEMBER FREE!! Room for rent in 2 
bedroom apartment. $225/ month & 
portion of utilities. Close to campus 
Phone 455-8971.

To Night God:
Today, 1 have learned that sometimes its A brown and black leather wallet with 
not enough to do your best; sometimes the words “Stone Mountain" on front

flap. Don’t care about money, just need 
identification and pictures back. If 

MacKenzie house would like to thank found, please turn into UNB Security or 
Cozy, clean furnished room available in ^ tbose wl10 made “Leaf Rake ’95!” a contact Dominic Hones at 462-9099. No

great location down town. Must be success- 0n Nov.4, the residents of questions asked.

LOST:

Or. rush $2.00 to: R ««rch Information
11322Idaho Ave., #206 A. Los Angeles. CA 90025

NEEDED:
Someone to care for a 19 month old little 
girl, on a part-time basis. Hours needed

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES you have to do what’s required!!
Located on University Avenue 
Laser Printing 454-3757

FOR SALE: 2 snow radiais, 13 inch, good 
condition,. $10 each. Phone 454-3107 are TuesdaV and Thursday mornings 
after 6 p.m. from 7:30 a.m. to 10:30 a m., Hiesday

responsible and mature. Rent is $275 
per month, utilities included. Call 455- 
3664.a ç HlacLEAN

(II SPECIALTIES
Typing Services

Laser PrinterTo sublet adorable two bedroom house 
on Tweedsmuir Street (off Albert). All 
new appliances, washer/dryer/ 
microwave included. Parking. Two 
minute walk to UNB. For 
information call Janet at 455-8399.

Laura Anderson
T-SHIRTS, OUTERWEAR, CAPS, PENS, PINS, BEER 

MUGS, SPORTSWEAR, BAGS, LEATHER GOODS

VIRTUAllV ANYTHING 
UIITH VOUA NAM€ ON IT

22 Bird Street. P.O. Box 285. Nackawic. N.B EOH 1P0
Phone: (506) 575-2590 

Fax: (506) 575-2493

more

472-6309 or 472-2386
To sublet: 1/3 basement apartment: 
Cable, washer & dryer, cooking utensils, 
heat & lights are included. 8 minutes 
walk to Aitken Center. $290 per month, 
For more information call 455-9986 and 
ask for Chris.

S <mm©

FOR SALE: Kaflach 807 downhill ski evenings from 6 p.m to 10:30 p.m. and
boots, front entry, size 10 1/2 to 11. a few other evenin8s a week, possibly

Excellent condition. Paid $450 asking Saturdays while I'm at work. Please
$200. Call 454-3435 and ask for Dave. phone 455-3576 day$ and 357-2417 after

5 p.m. ask for Sarah or leave a message.

HOURS
7:30 -6.00pm 

Mon-Wed 
Thurs, Fri, Sat 
7:30-10:00pm 

Sun 1:00 - 8 00pm 
Downtown on Queen, ocroii from Officer's Square

& Our fully licensed Lounge 
Features

• SNOOKERTABLES
• POOL TABLES

ml Steak <fi Eggs
A
kj

Psychology text books for sale: History 

of Psychology, Motivation, Stats 2903 & 
3913, Health Psychology. Call 454-3435 
and ask for Dave.

Served all day every day
/ I>))

Check out our 
NorthsMeCoM 

Machine

CCI( • 8 TVsmu • Play Peel fer only
SS»88 (Fer hwr trw s-io)

04%

FOR SALE: Single bed with 3 drawers

IMiami faming
# Looking Pale? i

. 10 Tans $35

t mvimm
------------------------------------------- ^

AMou-Cao-Eet

Gourmet Coffees, lee Cream, Home-made Sandwiches 
A quiet place te come and study 

HOURS
7:30 - 6:00pm Mon-Vfed 

Thurs, Fri, Sat 7:30-10:00pm 
Sun 1:00 - 8:00pm 

457-9305
Downtown on Queen, across from Officer's Square

j peeei dI 1

mI ft TOM!Includes 2 Turbos SMfiHETTImf. &
tBI&

vO efBeeeroge^^

Regent Station, 403 Regent Street 45 7-9887,
---------------Place, 75 ferry Ave, Phone 457-2111, «„ dnm.„

I
Bikini Clearance 30-60% 

Tel: 458-9771 - 97 York St.
I
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ore than

-'iv#- "

over $700 for 
d Girls Club, 
if Fredericton, 
the University 

oxesetc...and 
redericton for 
raiser a great

The Second Annual “Beat Those Autumn Blues” OXFAM Benefit 4762 X7504 
featuring The Downtown Blues Band, Brent Mason and Cesar
Morales Saturday, November 18 from 8 pm at the Boyce Farmers’ CARTOONS, JAPANESE STYLE
Market. Music, dancing and fun to support projects in Guatemala The Anime (pronounced Annie-May) Group, a rogue branch of 
Tickets #7.00 (general) 15.00 (students) from Aura Whole Foods, J M the Fredericton Science Fiction Society, is showing Japanese 
and T Deli or at the door. cartoons weekly in the MacLaggen Hall auditorium at 6:00 PM every

Saturday. Admission is free.

Rev. Monte Peters 444-6029 Rev. Neville Cheeseman 453-5089 or 454-6507 
Dr. John Vfolk 459-5962 or 453-5089 Alumni Memorial Building, Room 3

A Dinner and a Movie
Every Friday, beginning at 5:00 PM, a Spaghetti Supper and a Movie Review 
is hosted by Campus Ministry in the Senior Common Room, McConnell Hall. 
All are Welcome. Do join us for fellowship and some good, thought-provok
ing discussions. Meet some new people.

Writings from Judeo-Christian Antiquity
Campus Ministry is hosting a study every Wednesday to examine writings 
from Judeo-Christian Antiquity: 12:30 PM, Senior Common Room, 
McConnell Hall. This term we will examine the Hebrew book of Ecclesiastes. 
For more information call John Valk (459-5962 - mornings).

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
For an evening of discussion, song, praise, fellowship and fun, join us every 
Thursday evening at 7:30 PM. Meetings are held in the Alumni Memorial 
Lounge. All are welcome. Bring a friend.

Worship Services
Catholic Masses.

Be Prepared in the Wilderness
St. John Ambulance will be holding a Level I Wilderness First Aid The Political Science Department and MSS are sponsoring a
course on Saturday, November 25 and Sunday, November 26 from public lecture by Dr. Gerald Alfred of Concordia University. Dr.
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Fredericton. The registration fee is #65. Alfred who will speak on “Aspects of Aboriginal and Canadian 

Wilderness First Aid is ideal for people who live and work in the Relations and Conflict in Contemporary Society”, is the author of
forest and on the water including hunters, guides, forestry workers, Heeding the Voices of Our Ancestors, recently published by Oxford
hikers, bikers, kayakers and fishermen. Students learn valuable skills University Press. The lecture will take place in T 304 at 8:00 P.M.
needed to deal with injuries when they are far from medical facilities. on Thursday, November 16,1995. All are invited.
The course covers such topics as animal bites, gunshot wounds, fish
hook injuries, hypothermia and how to move a casualty. Steve Bonk Scholarship

The deadline for registration is Monday, November 20. Reserve Value: A scholarship of #500 accompanied by an appropriate
your space today by phoning St. John Ambulance at 458-9129. certificate will be awarded annually.

Eligibility: Canadian citizens or permanent residents of Canada 
who have a home residence in the jurisdiction of a current Canadian 
Water and Waste water Association municipal member, who have

r, Mackenzie 
chair of “Leaf

D PfOffiT St. 
306195 The Canadian Jewish Congress wishes to invite everyone to a 

Memorial Service for the late Prime Minister Yitzhak 
Rabin to be held at The Hugh John Flemming Forestry completed successfully one year of post-secondary education; be
Centre, Regent Street South. Sunday, November 12, 1995. registered as a full-time student in further studies; and intend to
3:00pm - 4:00pm. This is a good opportunity to show your career related t0 the municipal water or waste water

support for peace. Applications: Applications in either English or French, shall be

submitted to OXWA Office at Suite 402,45 Rideau Street, Ottawa, 
Become a Certified Baby sitter ON, KIN 5W8 by December 31,1995 and shall include: a copy of
St. John Ambulance will be holding a $20 Baby-sitter course on post-secondary course transcripts completed to date; description
Saturday, November 25 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Fredericton. /list of planned further studies; and a 500 word statement or essay

This course teaches the skills necessary to care for infants, toddlers of the applicants interest, knowledge and future goals in the water/
and pre-schoolers with emphasis on safety and dealing with waste water industry together with applicable work experte 
emergencies. Topics include Becoming a Baby-sitter, Caring for Kids, extracurricular activities.
Kids and Food, Getting Along with Kids, Kids and Play, Keeping Kids
Safe, Handling Emergencies and First Aid. University of New Brunswick, Fredericton and Saint Thomas
The deadline for registration is Monday, November 20: Reserve University Colloquia prese t Paula Caplan, Ph.D. 
your space today by phoning St. John Ambulance at 458-9129.

Shirts* 
►sters • 
I cd's •

St. Thomas Chapel: Mon -11:30 AM; 
Sunday Masses 11:00 AM & 4:00 PM 

Anglican Eucharist: Sunday 11:00 AM, Wed. and Thurs. 12:30 PM.

Old Arts Chapel, UNB

s, textbooks, 
I really like to 
i cash reward 
J call Greg at

ST. THOMAS EDUCATION PROGRAMMEnee or

/announces
Two information sessions for persons interested in applying for entry 
in 1996-97:

Tuesday, Nov. 21 for STU students. Sir James Dunn Hall, 
Rm G1 at 11:30 am.
Entry after BA 3 considered.
Tuesday, Nov. 21 for UNB students. Sir James Dunn Hall, 
Rm G1 at 4:00 pm

/
When: Monday, Novemly 20th 3:30 p.m.
Where: Snodgrass Room, Keirstead Hall, UNB 

READING GROUP COMMENCING JANUARY The topic will be: “They say you're crazy": How the world’s most
Visiting scholar proposes to start a reading group in the next term on powerful psychiatrists decide who’s normal
one of two books: When: Monday, November 20th 7:30 p.m.
a) Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit. Where: Holy Cross Conference Room, STU
b) Kant s Critique of Judgement. The topic will be: Lifting a ton of feathers: A woman’s guide for
Those interested should please contact George Williamson of the UNB surviving in the academic world
Philosophy Dept. A planning meeting may be held in early December
to order the selected book, so please express your interest as soon as Coffee will be Served and everyone is welcome, 
possible. Contact best by email: gwilliam@unb.ca or by phone: 453-

er/ Hope you

Sponsored by the STU Education Society and the St. Thomas Education Departmentr wallet with 
n” on front 
ey, just need 
es back. If 
B Security or 
62-9099. No liilSIill

<

Application deadline for Group Support is December 1st, 1995. 
Make sure your departmental society takes advantage of this!

-,.... _________________

Full-Time Graduate Studentsr>
General Meeting on November 14, 1995 
in room GC127 in Head Hall at 1:30 p.m.rv

) TOPICS: Social Club &i■I
Grad. House►

/day
%You can find more information on 

these and other topics by surfing the 
1 GSA HOME PAGE
available on the Internet. Check it out!

http://www.unb.ca/web/GSA
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With Special Guests
Hemingway Corner

Limited Cabaret seats available

_
*tiéfc ci

November 17,1995 18
,:

Aitken University Centre 
Doors open at 7:00p.m.

General Public: $18Students: $15
t-tlT*»

Bank of Montreal
fffaCOASTAL
mmmîi NB%Te!

.THEdtoxk
TONITE

PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS

PUB
«c

lIRBERDECKi'EATERY
SPORTS BAR

rThe
Fredericton's REAL Sports Bar

FRI NOV 10TH WITH GUESTS “HIGHROAD"

I
TFri - Sun Nov 17th - 19th >• Proceeds to 

— Foodbank
ft

BIG CITY 
BLUES

7 g l$l>:
XSsI^ tm Fri & Sat Nov 10th & 11th - 10pm

Nov 12th 
Holiday 
Sunday

nm
dieSloo;) ! lit of the '9S Slues test tlhv i riijT I'vHt.I i : Long Weekend Party 

"Hector's Bridge" 
Celtic Party Band

7
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/■: Coming:
Nov 28th YukYuk's 

Comedy
Dec 3rd Hell's Bells

AA

I .;i;di
i

ALEXANDER

tvt'TnsIl Keith's Crew Xmas Bash!I.1 .
Thur Nov 30th 8pm

Fastest Boat - Jones House
i Sat 10am-4 

Sun 11am-4
£l I

0iSH7,-s Keith's Crew ■ 
” * Xmas Bash 

Thu Nov 30th

i ) INDIA PALE ALE

See our Home Page for Specials 
http ://www.mi.net/e.c.web/upperdeck.html

l VA j *>

p Specials Available 
Call lance 457-3073

Grouy-

INDIA PALE ALE / > > //:/ >/ /m m oimmmm cm mm. / /// 4 /
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